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'Holiday
closings
planned
Business offices for all city
of Murray and Calloway County offices will be closed Monday because of Labor Day.
The city Sanitation Department will conduct its Monday
pick-ups on Tuesday. Some
Tuesday morning pick-ups will
be done later that day, a
department spokesman said.
The Ledger & Times will
have its usual publication, but
the business office will be
closed.

KSP to
increase
patrols
Kentucky State Police plan
to increase patrols during the
long Labor Day weekend, which
goes from 6 p.m.. today to
11:59 p.m. Monday.
According to a KSP press
release, each post will have a
maximum number of troopers
looking for drunk drivers,
speeders and drivers and passengers without seat belts or
child restraint devices.
The long holiday period is
the last official weekend of the
summer travel season, and usually brings a large increase in
the amount of traffic on the
roads.
Twelve people died in as
many accidents during the same
period last year; only four wore
seat belts, the release said.
Seven of the accidents involved
alcohol.
Citizens are asked to help
out by reporting suspected
impaired or erratic drivers by
calling 800-222-5555. If possible, they . should give a direction of travel, a description of
the vehicle and/or a -license
plate number.

State
rejects
proposals
FRANKFORT, KY. (AP) —
The state's search for a managed-care organization to oversee its Medicaid program drew
just three responses, officials
said Thursday. None was what
the Cabinet for Health Services wanted, and all were
•
rejected.
One company wanted to
handle pharmacy services only.
Another .anted a fee arrangement the state was not offering. A third proposal could not
be evaluated 'because it was
incomplete, said Dennis Boyd,
commissioner of the Department for Medicaid Services.
More puzzling than deficient
responses was the absence of
any response at all from Kentucky's 'big three" of health
care coverage — Anthem„
Humana and United HealthCare.
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Public defender office opens
Gov. Paul Patton to Murray, but also
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
had MSU President Kern Akxander,, When Tom Glover, field repre- Calloway County Bar -Association
sentative for the State Department President Chip Adams, Murray Mayor
of Public Advocacy, had doubts about Freed Curd, state Sen. Bob Jackson.
whether the department would be state Rep. Buddy Buckingham, 1st
able to establish an office on the District Congressional candidate Brian
Murray State University campus, he Roy and MSU Board of Regents
simply let-fate take over.
Chair Sid Easley in the audience. loo
"1 guess I would say I believe
"This is one more way of showin signs and symbols in life at times," ing that universities in Kentucky are
Glover said during the ribbon cut- serving comprehensive missions in
ting ceremony for the new State a ,variety of different ways," Patton
Public Defender Office at 907 Wal- said. "No university is doing that
drop Drive Thursday afternoon. better than Murray State University."
"When I first moved in (to the new
Patton was also on hand to foroffice), I met our neighbor, Mr.
Robert Hendon, and they day I first mally announce that public defendmet him, he was wearing a cap that ers .throughout the Commonwealth
are receiving a pay raise effective
said '95th Infantry Division.
"I thought that sounded familiar," Aug. 15, 2000, retroactive to July
he said. "In fact, I found out Mr. 1, 2000. Pay for entry level attorHendon and my dad both served in neys will rise the most, jumping
World War 11 in the 95th Infantry from $23,388 to $28,285 the first
Division. When 1 found that sym- year and up to approximately $30,000
bol. I knew our office was going to the second year. *
"It was two years ago that I
be okay."
The new, full-time DPA tffice became aware of the underfunding
will serve those in Calloway and of this department," Patton said."KenMarshall counties who have been tucky public defenders were paid the
accused of crimes but are unable to least of any public defenders in the
nation and the case loads were very
afford legal representation.
Public Advocate Ernie Lewis said excessive."
Patton also announced that as of
the addition of those two counties
brings the number of Kentucky coun- Wednesday, Lewis had been reties with DPA representation up to appointed for another four-year term
84. The General Assembly has a as public advocate.
BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo
Jackson, who Lewis credited with
goal, he said, to have 109 of KenKentucky
Gov.
Paul
Patton,
flanked
by
Murray
State
University
President Kern Alexantucky's 120 counties represented by
der
and
Public
Advocate
Ernie
Lewis,
speaks
during
the
ribbon
cutting ceremony held
the next biennium.
Thursday for the Department of Public Advocacy's new public defender office.
Thursday's event not only drew •See Page 2

Court takes care
of grant matters

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Tomes photo
GO RACERS!...Murray State University students turned out in droves for the
Racers first home football game of the season, a 42-20 victory over Southern Illinois University. The attendance estimate was 7,068 from MSU.

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County officials said good-bye to
one grant aimed toward reducing juv•,nile delinquency and said hello to another.
In a I5-minute, house-keeping special session Thursday afternoon. the
Calloway -County Fiscal Court voted to
pay the bills on a $50,721 state grant
that began in February and ended Thursday.
The special meeting was required to
formally close the- books by the e".pd•
of the grant, County Judge/Executive
Larry Elkins said.
Magistrates also heard a report from
Rita Burton. the county's grants manager, about a $26,000 grant from the
state Justice Cabinet's Department of

Juvenile Justice, which originated as a
Title V federal grant aimed at local
delinquency prevention.
The incentive grant will come through
the fiscal court to the Community Prevention Resources board, which is comprised of school and community leaders who identify delinquency concerns
and promote families, said grant writer
Donna Herndon, coordinator of the Calloway County Family Resource Center.
" The grant will be implemented by
Parent Power to contir
that program
and for the Second Step Violence Prevention Program, which helps children
from kindergarteners through teen-agers
deal with anger and frustration. Herndon said.

III See Page 2

Jobs
group
under
scrutiny

Law requiring checks
causes massive backlog
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A new law
requiring background checks on school volunteers has led to a massive processing backlog
— and forced some schools to operate without
them.
The law was designed to protect children
from volunteers with criminal records. Instead,
schools in Jefferson County have been forced
to cancel activities that depend on volunteers
not because so many have failed their background checks, but because so many are awaiting the results of those checks.
"It left us without any parent volunteers,"
Schaffner Elementary School principal Amelia
Tyra said of the law. "The first part of the
year is just packed with activities, and almost
everything we do has volunteers."
Tyra and other principals announced the law
to parents at orientations before school started.

Some schools wrote to regular volunteers, asking them to submit the information for checks
as soon- as possible.
But some volunteers didn't get their forms'
in until after school started, and many are still
waiting for the results.
"There's a huge volume of forms coming
in," said Marty Bell, deputy superintendent of
the Jefferson County Public Schools.
The state Administrative Office of the Courts
does the checks and it has been taking about
two weeks for the state office to return the
completed background checks to the Jefferson
•
County district, Bell said.
Earlier this week, the office was processing
forms received six days earlier, said Ed Crock-

• See Page 2

University cost increases modest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The first year
of letting Kentucky universities set their own
tuition and fee schedules did not produce the
runaway higher education inflation some had
feared.
Mandatory fee increases ranged from 2.4
percent at Morehead State University, to 39
percent at Northern Kentucky University, which
instituted a $2 per credit hour instruction-learning fee on all students. Total cost of tuition
and fee increases ranged from 2.9 percent, also
at Morehead. to Northern's 11 percent.

"The institutions seem to have done it in
what seems to be a very moderate and responsible way," Council on Postsecondary Education President Gordon Davies told the council's
finance committee Thursday.
Some states that have relatively low tuitions
have mandatory fees that can equal or exceed
tuition, council staff said.
Tuition used to be set by the council and
was uniform .for the six regional universities

III See Page 2

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Tomes photo
Elementary
MONKEY
SEE...Southwest
School first-grade student Jessica Faye
Reiter enjoys playing on the playground
during Thursday evening's ice cream social
at the school.

PADUCAH, Ky. (Al')
— An organization given
V1.4 million to help offset job losses at the Paducah Gasseous Difftision
Plant has not found work
for any of the. more than
400 laid-off w orkers.
In its first year. the
Paducah Area Community Reuse Organization has
only three small-business
loans to show for its work.
executive
PACRO
director John Anderson
said the group has tried
to find new work for laidoff workers and develop
the area's industrial base.
"Our mission was to
prepare the community for
the demise of the plant."
Anderson said.
The organization still
expects to retain 242 jobs
within three years. Anderson said.
In the past year, PACRO
received 54 inquiries and
three applications for its
loan program for business
ventures involving former
or current plant employeers or their families.

III See Page 2
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Used Cars & Trucks
2000 Oldsmobile Bravada
S1#01081.1, 4WDR, White, V-6,
All power, leather, 21K Miles

2000 Dodge Neon
St#00329 1, 4D, Blue, P/S,
P/B, A/C, Only 8K Miles

1999 Ford F150
Club Cab XLT P/U
St#01119.1. Burgundy/Tan,
V-8, Auto, A/C, PNV. P/L, T/C,
Cassette, 29K Miles

1999 Dodge 1500
Club Cab SLT P/U
St#01015.1, Driftwood,
V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
Cassette, 26K Miles

1999 Honda Civic LX
St#00452.1. 4D, White. Auto.
A/C, RW. P/L, T/C, 12K Miles

1999 Chevrolet Tracker
St#00436.3, Convertible, Red,
Auto, A/C, T/C, Only 2K Miles

1999 Dodge 2500 SLT
St#00379.1, 4x4, V-10, Auto.,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
Only 6K Miles

1998 Ford Contour
St#00454.2, Green, Auto,
A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
32K Miles

1998 Honda Civic EX
St#01071.1, 4D, Green, Auto,
Air, P/W, P/L, TIC Cassette,
Sunroof, 43K Miles

1998 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
St#00428.1, Red/Tan, P/U,
V-8, Auto, A/C, PNV, P/L, T/C,
Cassette, 44K Miles
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11 Office ...
From Page 1
putting the idea of a Murray office
in motion, said the office will provide a valuable service for local
residents.
"I think many times we take
for granted the wonderful freedoms and rights that our constitution provides us each day, and
one of those rights is the right to
counsel," Jackson said. "I'm proud
that this partnership is with Murray State, and I think it's only appropriate that it should be at an institution of higher learning."
"While most of, hopefully, never
come into contact with the DepartminfofPublic Advocacy, we should
be happy they're able to do their

•Backlog ..

•
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

From Page 1
ett, who oversees the workers who
are doing the background checks.
His office processed more than
300,000 records last year for state
agencies, youth groups and other
organizations, he said.
About 30 people are doing the
checks, Crockett said. "We're coping as best we can."
As of Thursday, the Jefferson
County schools had received more
than 9,000 forms from volunteer
applicants. The Administrative
Office of the Courts had returned
only about 2,100 of them, Bell
said.
Only six people have been rejected, he said.
Some volunteers are taking matters into their own hands. For the
past nine years, Lisa Humphrey,
a nurse at Jewish Hospital, has taken

• Court ...

1990 Buick LeSabre

From Page 1

St#01030.2, White, V-6,
Auto., iyC, PAN, P/L, T/C,
Cass., 37K Miles

A local in-kind match of $59,000
will include the use of space for
Parent Power by the University
Church of Christ; the work of 35
volunteers; and the support of various agencies such as 4-H, the
YMCA. county's Extension Office
and Health Department, Herndon
said.
The new grant will be available beginning today through July
1, 2001.

1998 Plymouth Grand
Voyager SE
St#01061.1, White, V-6, Auto.,
Front & Rear NC, P/W, P/L, TIC.
Cass., 55K Miles

1998 Honda Civic LX
St#00167.1, 4D, Auto, AiC. 35K Miles

job," Patton said.
The new office will also afford
MSU students a chance to gain actual work experience through an
internship program, making the
office unique among DPA offices
not only in Kentucky, but also in
the nation.
The first seven interns were
introduced by Alexander at Thursday's ceremony. They are Jennifer
Ballard, Darren Bell, Bryan Hart,
Jeff Higgins, Stacey Hinson, Crystal Rich and Shelley Strickland.
The office will also be contracting with local attorneys David
Harrington and Amy Roos. John
Finklea and Amanda Beck will
occupy the only two current fulltime positions at the office.

vacation during the first two weeks
of school so she can organize students and buses at Schaffner.
When Tyra told her the day
before school started that she couldn't volunteer this year because her
background check wouldn't be completed in time, Humphrey drove
to Frankfort, had her form processed
and drove back to Louisv. le,
cleared and ready to vol te .
It was a two-minute procedure,"
Humphrey said. It sounds like a
good law, it really does, but nobody
realized what would happen with
no volunteers at all."
Many argue the problem is not
with the effects of the law, but
with the law itself. Some say it
is too broad while others consider the process of submitting the
forms dangerous because they contain volunteers' Social Security
numbers.
Others complain that the background checks won't catch people
who've never been caught or convicted of a crime; that non-compliant school districts are not sufficiently penalized; and that each
school district carries its own 'policy to comply with the law, which
leaves room for varying interpretations.
Both parents and school officials have said such parents shouldn't necessarily be barred from volunteering if they've changed their
lives.

A group of state and local officials, including Gov. Paul Patton and Murray State University
President Kern Alexander, prepare to cut the ribbon heralding the opening of the Department
of Public Advocacy's public defender office on Waldrop Drive Thursday afternoon.

• University
From Page 1
and with a different level for the
University of Kentucky and University of Louisville. Tuition at
the regionals is still bunched, with
Morehead at the bottom at $1,040
for a fulltime undergraduate from
kentucky to a high of $1,086 at
Murray.
UK costs $1,555 for a resident
undergraduate while Louisville's
tuition is $1,575.
Northern's fees add another $270
per semester. UK's fees are the
lowest at $168.
Students at Kentucky community colleges pay $575 per semester for tuition and another $40 in
fees.
The universities are under seemingly conflicting demands. While
they must remain competitive for
students with their pricing, the council is also demanding the schools
raise a certain percentage of their
operating budgets from students.
Universities have also been successful in raising money from private sources to match state research
funds. Essentially all but one of
the universities met their fundraising needs to match the $110 mil-

St#00091.1, Blue, V-6, Auto,
A/C, P/W. P/L, T/C, 43K Miles

1997 Chrysler
Sebring LX

1997 Ford Ranger XLT
St#00426.1, Ex-Cab, P/U,
A/C, P/S, P/B, 65K Miles

1997 Dodge Dakota
Club Cab SLT
St#00390.1, P/U, White/Tan,
V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C,
Cassette, 82K Miles

1996 Ford Taurus GL
St#00370.1, Burgundy. V-6,
Auto, A/C, T/C, P/W, P/L,
48K Miles

1996 Lincoln Town Car
Executive Series
St#00458 1, Tan, Leather, All
Power, 60K Miles

> Keep the
minutes you
pay fon

1996 GMC 3500 4x4 Diesel
st#01067.1, P/U, White,
Auto, NC,86K Miles

1996 Ford Mustang
St#00400.2, Silver, P/S, P/B,
NC,52K Miles

1996 Ford Ranger XLT
St#00173.2. PU, Burgundy,
P/S, PB, Air

>> BellSouth Rollover'
Sign up for one of our plans and roll over those minutes from month
to month. You'll also get long distance at no charge. So keep the
minutes you buy. After all, they're yours. Coll 1-800-986-BM, or visit
rallaverminutes.com.

lion available in state matching
funds in the 1998-2000 biennium.
Only Kentucky State University was able to raise only $100,000
for a state match. The university
still has $674,000 available to it,
but must raise matching funds to
get it.
UK raised the $66.6 million for
its research program in the first
year it was available, creating
endowments for 45 research chairs,
81 professorships, 62 fellowships
and 16 endowments for research

• Jobs

1997 Chevrolet Astro
LT Minivan

St#00215.1, Green, V-6,
Auto, A/C, PAN, P/L, T/C

•••

and six endowments for library
collections.
UK,Louisville and Western Kentucky have already raised money
to match funds provided through
the 2000 General Assembly for
research programs. Most of the $120
million available will be distributed based on the formula used
last budget period. If some of the
regional universities fail to take
advantage of their portion by June
30, 2002, the money will be available to other schools that have
been successful raising money.

• ••

From Page 1
All three loans were approved,
i,,cluding one for $56,000 to Bovine
Butlers Inc., a company owned by
Carol Rodgers, a lieutenant in the
plant's security department. Other
loans went to an ice cream shop
and a home advertising business.
Twenty-two jobs were created
by the three loans. Anderson said
PACRO has not made more loans
because it only received its money
in April. Two other loans are pending.
PACRO is a U.S. Department
of Energy initiative modeled after
a Defense Department program
that develops job opportunities in
areas hit hard by military base
closures.
It has been criticized by the
local chapter of energy workers
union, which thinks PACRO should
do more to find jobs for laid-off
workers and fight to retian more

j‘..bs at the plant.
"We need to put all of our
efforts toward keeping the facility open," said Tim Cooper, who
represents the Paper, Allied Industrial, Chemical and Energy Workers Union at PACRO board meetings. "We need to secure jobs for
workers on the plant site as opposed
to building industrial parks."
Jim Martin, who coordinates economic-development efforts in
Graves County, which is just south
of McCracken County, is among
those who supports PACRO.
The below-market-rate loans
from PACRO-intended for entrepreneurs who have trouble obtaining capital - do not require the
borrowers .to hire laid-off workers, said Norma Drouin, who administers the loan program from the
Purchase Area Development District in Mayfield.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Deputies on Thursday brought William James Futrell, 36, of Trezevant, Tenn., back to Calloway County to answer local charges of felony
trafficking in methamphetamine and misdemeanor trafficking in marijuana
less than eight ounces and drug-paraphernalia possession. Futrell was
brought back from Weakley County in Dresden, Tenn., where officials arrested him on a Calloway Circuit Court warrant.
• Billie C. Ledbetter of Parma, Mo., reported Thursday that items worth
$745 have been taken from her Moody Drive home in Calloway County
sometime in the last two years since visited the home. A neighbor who
usually watched the home reported the burglary to Ledbetter about two
weeks ago. A hot water heater, 50-gallon gas tank and a chrome, glasstop
table, each worth about $150, are among the items reported missing.
• Rex Robinson of Milton, Mich., reported Aug. 22 that $700 worth of
that equipment, including two green-and-white boat seats with "Lund"
embroidered on it and a fish gaff, were taken from his fishing boat sometime around Aug. 11 while he was at the Missing Hills Resort boat dock
near New Concord.
(Information gatheredfrom logs, citations and/or reportsfrom respective agencies.)

$495'

1996 Chrysler
Sebring LXi
St#01044.1, V-6, Auto..
P/W, P/L, Leather

C.

1996 Chrysler
Town & Country LXI
St#00236.2. Van, Fully
Loaded. Leather

1995 Mazda B3000 Ext. Cab
St#00395 2, P/U, Teal, V-6
A/C, P/S, P/B, 44K Miles

@BELLSOUTH Mobility'
Madisonville
30 North Main St.

Murray

Expross Locations:
WAL•PAART

906A S 12th St

821 1111

753-7533

(D Madisonville

Parkway Plaza Mall

Paducah

o Mayfield

. 401 Madison Sq. Ave.
8214466

444-0084

1995 Ford F-150 4x4
XLT P/U
St#01052.1. V-8, Auto, A/C.
P/L, T/C, White

C

PEPPERS
Chrysler • Plymouth • Dodge • Jeep
a

2400 E Wood St
Paris, TN
r. (901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816 1"-I

Itchy Feet?
Athlete's foot is a fungal infection that causes the skin to peel
and itch, most often between and
around the toes The fungi that cause athlete's foot thrive in warm,
moist ens ironmems. and it is easily. contracted by walking barefoot oser wet floors in public places.

O Morganfield
O Murray
0 Princeton
0 Paducah

1733 Kentucky Ave

*Athlete's foot is common in the spring and summer because so many
people use cogimonal showers,
bathrooms and swimming pools dunng these seasons.

5130 Hinkleville Rd

*Additional factors that increase the nsk of getting athlete's foot include - 'sweating
heavily, wearing
occlusive footwear shoes and socks that shut out auk weanng
the same pair of socks or shoes tor
ses-eral days at a time, forgetting to dry your feet carefully after shossenng or
having skin
that produces less fatty acid, which acts as natural antifungal agent, has-mg
poor circulation and
cold feet. having an immune deficiency such as HIV, or taking a drug
suppresses the immunc
system.

3220 Irvin Cobb Dr.

swimming,

,rn.ted tune offer Offers may reo..nre the use a1 o clegttat or TDMA Dual Mode,Dvol Sand RD! phone rreless senesce 5 subrect to
credit opproyal aclivelges fees and early toncellotton fees A connechon charge 01 51 24 per month
apply donng any month
ortych londtme le/mulcted calls ore 0r9noted from 0 enreless phone *Promotanol phone Pnce ,ncludes the $25 "hl fl rehote
PromOtanol phOne nYttu.res a 12 month serrce agreement on pions $35 and h.gher ex(luarg the All In One Rote and Pooled pions
Prornotonal sennce cher regures a rmn,noOnn 12-nnerOn oreement ond d not oya.loble or the All In One Rote Pion -accessm,
rebate d valid roth the durnivw and ontnotnan of Motorola-6430V d.g.tot phone and ouol.frng accessory through 0912,3000 ono
must be purchased at port,r,pot,ng be/South ktobtl‘ty Store Cluolifrng °consorts mclude AtotOroro Itetroctoble Hands free
Headset Vence have Charger flAttl lottery and 12 Cor ,"stall Ilit Rebate must be mated by 10/07 XOP to address [worded
Also. 6 to 0 *reels for Protest") See Motorolo moi .n coupon for rebate redemptan debts Wh.ie supplies lost thomobonol
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cert•mur *flops ekil net roll over unlii ofter lust full months Odi.no unused pockoge "notes more It. each month for owls
.101 monthly access fee of less !non Sr, 17 or 12/31,0e for oft other Pions Or
oninechotely upon default or .1 customer chan9es
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uuu
,
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,sotou•ri he'e,n ore the properly of *Mouth nfeteCtuOS PnOON'tV COMOn0Nan CIeiSouth MOO.IN

du

allowing

*Treatment includes the use of topical antifungal preparations and
the feet to "breathe" - e.g going barefoot, wearing light cotton sticks. or
wedging the toes aNn with cotton or loam,
For more information about treating athlete's

a

• Dual Band tr mode for ,
opt.rnurn coverafge
• Con also Jae AA
alkaline botter.es

foot...ask your pharmacist'

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
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Bush speaks at Butler Traditional High School
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — ning for office in Texas. He said "because you didn't ask me to."
Republican presidential nominee a woman came op to him and
"So I'm asking for your votes
George W Bush told the crowd
at Butler Traditional High School said, "I didn't vote for you." When today, whether you're a Republiabout a time when he was run- Bush asked her why, she said, can, a Democrat or an independ-

Search committee wraps up tour
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A ington that _attracted more than 45
search committee has wrapped up people. Forum participants includits lown meetings to gather pub- ed Lexington-area business leadlic input on qualities the Univer- ers. students and others from sur-sky of Kentucky should look for rounding counties.
Lexington resident Martin Jones
in its next president.
Now the 12-member commit- said the university should hire a
tee will begin crafting a final_qual. young visionary who will be able
ification list to judge candidates to commit many )(ars' to UK.
Bill Thomas, chairman of the
against. The committee is charged
with screening candidates and mak- Lexington Chamber of Commerce,
ing a recommendation to the full said picking UK's next president
is the most important decision of
board of trustees._-____
The committee completed a nine- "this generation."
city statewide tour with a town
"Lexington cannot be a modmeeting Wednesday night in Lex- ern cit> without UK being a world-

class institution." he said.
Students said they wanted a
president who would be accessible and willing to support all the
areas of the campus. •
"There is a darker side of UK„
and it is the funding inequities
that exist ,11e-1 w 'en research units
and things like the colleges of
fine arts and arts and sciences,"
said UK senior Amy Shelton.
The board of trustees has said
it would like to hire a new president by March. UK President
Charles Wethington will step down
next July. •

Paducah police chief to retire
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP)
Paducah Police Chief Kermit P,erdew
announced Wednesday he wilfre
-ilie—
effective Nov. 1.
Perdew, 48, joined the police
department in 1981 and was named
chief in 1997. He said he had
been considering retirement for
some time.
"I think I'm seen more as a
street policeman than an adminis-

trator, and I don't ever lose sight
of that," he said'. "I have worked
in all the departments, so when I
talk to somebody in patrol I can
identify with them as much as I
can somebody in investigations. 1
think that experience is an asset."

will also be considered.
..
"My desire is to find somebody that wants to come into Paducah and spend the next 5 to 10.
years making this the best department/
riducah can have," Paxton
said. " also think we want someCity Commissioner Bill Paxton body in there that doesn't have
said the next chief would proba- - kdowledge of politics of the past,
bly come from outside the depart- that can come in there and start
ment. but that current personnel* fresh."

Arson suspected in
learning center fire
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) --- Arson
Besides damage to the rear door,
is suspected in a fire that closed the letters "KKK" were spraythe Children's Creative Learning painted on the back of the buildCenter Wednesday and left par- ing, authorities said.
ents of 60 children looking for
Tanesha Young, who is black,
alternative daycare.
runs the day-care center. She said
There was no serious damage she has never received threats
and the center should reopen soon, before.
Paducah Fire Marshal Steve Kyle
said.
The fire was reported shortly
before 4 p.m. CDT Wednesday.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
6-6-7
Pick 4:
4-8-0-0

EVENING
Pick 3:
4-0-9
Pick 4:
7-6-6-0
Cash 5:
6-14-21-28-34

Deadline For
Grandparent's
Day
Photos is
Sept. 7

body loves them," said Bush. "Education is not a partisan issue, it's
an American issue."
Wayne Childers, who has taught
social studies, U.S. history and
African-American history for the
past seven years at Butler Traditional, said Thursday's event was
a perfect- opportunity for the students.
"The kids were very excited
about Bush visiting and I think
they learned a lot this past week,"
said Childers.
Childers said he took a timeout from his schedule to discuss
the differences between liberals
and conservatives.
"I asked my kids if they were
liberals or conservatives and 1 didn't get much response, until a student raised his hand and admitted
that he didn't know the difference

Paris Landing State Park
Convention Center

1
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between the two."
Childers said he went over major
issues such as abortion, gun con-.
trol and welfare and the class discussed what each side thinks about
the issues.
"I let the kids know that some'
topics are slippery and that not
every conservative believes the
same thing," Childers said. "I felt:
like it was a success because
saw two of my students discussing'
it after Bush's speech."
Mary Doss, a Republican from
Louisville. arrived at the school
two hours before the speech to
show her enthusiastic support for
•
Bush.
"I don't always vote straight
(ticket), I vote for the right man,
and that's George W. Bush."
Scott McClellan. spokesman for
the Bush campaign, said this was
Bush's sixth trip to Kentucky since
June.
"Bush'knows Kentucky is important and he's not taking the bluegrass state for granted, he'll be
back again," said McClellan.
Democratic nominee Al Gore,
meanwhile, is scheduled to make
a campaign in Louisville on Monday.
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schools.
1 want to teach our students
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to let our students know that some-
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ent, you're all welcome," Bush
said l'hursday during the first few
lines of his 25-minute speech.
About 1,550 spectators, including almost 1,200 students, stood
and applauded when Bush took
the stage, gave a wave and planted a kiss on student Alisa Morris' right cheek and shook her
hand. Morris was the Butler senior chosen to introduce Bush.
Bush delivered his speech from
a small podium in the middle of
a red-white-and-blue decorated
gymnasium. Signs covered the walls
saying "butler's bonkers 4 Bush,"
"Bears 4 Bush." and "Welcome
tO Butler." Row after row bf Butler cheerleaders, football players
and band members surrounded the
candidate. The students wore the
required school uniform of red
Butler polo shirts with tan pants.
"I think this visit is great for
students because so many of us
are getting to the voting age and
educatien is the perfect issue to
discuss because it affects all of
us." Morris said.
Bush explained part of his education reforms, including elements
such as holding the states and
schools accountable for improving
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Take it to court

PRE-PEMOCRATIC CONVENTION Al:

P057-2EMOCRA1IC CONVENTION AL.

LaborDay poll vital
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
presidential candidate significantly
WASHINGTON TODAY
ahead in the polls around Labor
Day has won every election for
the last 50 years — which offers
little insight into what will happen this year.
WILL LESTER
Few White House races have
Associated Press Writer
been this tight, with Republican
George W. Bush and Democrat Al
— Jimmy Carter was almost several days and did not respond
Gore virtually tied in many *polls 10 points ahead of President Ford aggressively as the Bush campaign
and the stage set for a very close in September 1976; the race closed took charge.
race.
"I didn't take any time off,
to 50-48 on Election Day.
"There's a lot of evidence that
— Carter and Ronald Reagan what I did do — and it was probafter Labor Day, the polls start to
were very close after Labor Day ably a mistake — I wanted to get
solidify," said James Campbell, a
1980, though Reagan won by 10 back home and spend two or three
politital scientist from Buffalo,
days in my own state, reconnectpoints.
N.Y., and author of "The AmeriBush's campaign points to 1960 ing," said Dukakis, a former Masscan Campaign." "People who are
as the year most resembling 2000. achusetts governor."My great misresponding to polls are respondJohn
F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon take was not to have a welling with a preference they're more
were
very close that September, thought-out strategy for dealing
definite about."
election also was very with his attack campaign."
and
the
Actually, Labor Day has less
close.
The reference to Labor Day as
and less significance as a starting
operation
likes
1988,
the
traditional starting point for
Gore's
point for the fall campaignS, anawhen
then-Vice
President
George
the
general
election campaign dates
lysts say, because presidential canback
to
an
era when presidential
Bush,
father
of
•this
year's
GOP
didates seldom take time off
between the party conventions and nominee, pulled ahead after his candidates took a break after the
the' holiday any more. But polls late August convention and went conventions.
Polls after Labor Day are still
need a week or two to settle after on to comfortably defeat Michael
subject to shifts of opinion.
the conventions, and that tends to Dukakis.
Columbia University political
While Gore's campaign has folhappen by late August or early
lowed
the
1988
pattern
so
far,
vetscientist
Robert Shapiro noted that
September.
'"As you get away from the erans of the '88 campaign say the "common sense would suggest an
economic downturn or a foreign
conventions, you get a pretty good resemblance is limited.
'lot
things
are
different
policy crisis could have an effect."
"A
of
idea of how the. race is going,"
Teeter,
And anyone who thinks a lead
this
year,"
said
pollster
Bob
said Andrew Kohut, director of
the Pew Research Center' for the who was Bush's deputycampaign in September is predictive of the
manager in 1988. "Dukakis was a election should remember the
People and the Press.
The- close relationship of/Sep- poor candidate, and neither Bush results from 1948, which changed
tember's polls to November's elec- nor Gore is as bad a candidate." history, modern polling methods
tion is sometimes coincidental And Teeter noted Reagan was more and strategy.
President Truman trailed Thomas
because the margin between the personally popular at the end of
candidates often varies widely.from his term than President Clinton, who Dewey 47 percent to 39 percent
the time these surveys are conducted has high professional but low per- in September 1948. Two months
sonal approval.
later, the newly re-elected Truman
and the election. For example:
The Dukakis campaign has got to grin broadly for a now— Richard Nixon led Hubert
Humphrey by 12 points in Sep- become a model of how not to famous photo of him holding up
tember 1968: the race closed to approach the period between the a newspaper with the mistaken
less than a percentage point by conventions and Labor Day. He headline — "Dewey Defeats Truwent home to Massachusetts for man."
the election.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 29 - Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden,'on Russian tragedies:
Bombs have exploded in the Moscow subway
and the crew of the sunken submarine Kursk are
laying dead on the bottom of the sea. The burning TV tower on the outskirts of Moscow is the
culmination of a tragic period of time for Russia
and President Vladimir Putin. ... He got in his
. first actual headwind since taking up his duties
-during the submarine drama. The criticism against
•
him was harsh.
The press took the lead ahead of the demands
of a discontent public to know what was happening. ... But few believe that the president will suffer any long term political damage from what has
happened. On the contrary. opinion polls indicate
that he enjoys a support that other elected leaders
only dream of.The burning TV tower is another
strain for hint but now he seems to have decided to take the initiative.
When the president commented on the fire on
Monday he spoke of the 'critical' state that the
most valued object in Russia is in. Only a stronger
economy can prevent future Misfortunes,. he argued.
Putin seems to have, at least for the time being,
learned his lesson from KursiL.
4.0

Au. 2$ - The (Amnon) Jordan Times, on

sanctions in Iraq:
We hear a repeated call in the press: Begin
flights to Iraq in sympathy with the plight of the
Iraqi people.
There is no doubt that this is an expression of
popular sentiment; indeed, this sense of outrage at
the suffering being inflicted on the Iraqi people, a
sense of brotherhood across borders, a sense of
common cause, is undoubtedly shared by the government, parliamentarians and other officials.
But, ahd here lies the rub, Jordan is not in a
position to do so. This is a fact, albeit a regrettable one.
The U.S. holds .both the stick and the carrot. It
is the largest provider of aid to the Kingdom, aid,
which in the absence of the Iraqi market — before
the sanctions Jordan's largest export market —
Jordan simply cannot do without.
Instead, we must work within our means to
help alleviate the impact of the sanctions.
We must lobby relentlessly to persuade those
who are enforcing the sanctions that the sanctions
are wrong, that the wrong people are paying the
price.
We must keep insisting that peace in the Middle East is comprehensive, and that leaving 18
million Arabs out in the cold will only raise an
atmosphere of resentment, not one conducive to peace.

It's all a matter of trust and
public perception.
WILI.FUL THOUGHTS
Whether set up legally or not,
Murray Calloway-County Hospital's Community Healthcare Foundation has some potentially crippling problems.
One of those comes in the form
of Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins, who, with the hospital and community, but I don't sider:
The foundation's literature indibacking of the Calloway County want it to be a melee where we
cates that it provides support for
Fiscal Court, wants the founda- destroy the village to save it."
Wise words from someone who the healthcare needs of area sention to return funds transferred
appears to be a wise man. Per- iors, youth and the indigent. No
into it by the hospital boards
"We don't want to go to court, haps the hospital board ought to one is arguing against that misbut you don't give away public study these words carefully before sion.
the next meeting.
funds or assets," Elkins said.
What is being questioned is the
Although this mess is not of
He is referring to the transfer
public
money in its coffers.
of more than $1.35 million in his making, Coe has jumped in
Although
Winters said the founthe
middle
by
offering
a
comproassets from the hospital to the
dation is not private, it doesn't
mise
that
would
place
the
mayor
foundation. During a hospital board
exactly .meet the definitions of
meeting in March, Elkins asked and county judge-executive on the
if the foundation would'be sub- foundation board, as well as seek- public agency in the state Open
ing a neutral opinion about the Meetings Law.
ject to the Open Meetings Law.
Minutes from the hospital board
It was what I consider a fair legality of how the foundation was
established.
He
also
noted,
that
the
meeting
from as early as 1997
question, especially since the foundation would be managing tax- foundation meetings would be open indicate that a foundation would
to the public.
come in handy if the hospital
payer money.
But that doesn't resolve the should build a wellness center. Or
He was told by then-hospital
board chair Judy Stahler that as a money issue - Elkins wants the perhaps the clinic in Marshall Counhospital's money returned.
501(c)(3) entity, it would not.
ty?
•••
And so the public conflict began.
Two local foundations were
Where is the county's partner
Elkins asked the county attorney
in all the conflict? Mayor Freed established without the transfer of
to research the matter. The opinCurd admits that he had misgiv- public funds.
ion called for the return of the
The Murray State University
ings about the foundation in the
money, and stated that the counFoundation
was set up in the 1940s
beginning, but as soon as Ken
ty should, as a last resort, conWinters volunteered to head it, he as a nonprofit entity to provide
sider filing a lawsuit.
became satisfied.
support to the university. Private
•••
"His success is hard to argue contributions are made to the founIke Coe came on board in July
against," Curd said, referring to dation, some of which have speas the new MCCH CEO, taking
Winters' stint as president of Camp- cific purposes while others do not.
over from Stuart Poston, who had
bellsville College.
The university cannot give the founheld the position for 28 years.
"I think the foundation is good.
dation money. If they could, all
He inherited a hospital full of
We (Elkins) see things differentopportunities - and with leftover
universities Would put their funds
ly," Curd noted. "I think there is
baggage such as a hospital board a little pride on both sides."
in foundations and spend it for
with a reputation ofconducting pubHe said he is comfortablei'with what they want.
lic business behind closed doors Coe's recommendations, calling
The .Racer Foundation was set
in blatant violation of the Open them "reasonable."
up by private boosters to solicit
Meetings Law.
'Whether the money is returned funds for MSU athletics. It is not
Furthermore, a letter to the for- or stays with the foundation is affiliated with the university.
mer administrator dated March 25,. not a big issue for him. But he
It is the marketing arm for1999, from a Louisville law firm does have an opinion about the
MSU athletics and 100 percent of
takes the open meetings issue fur- conflict., ,
the revenues above expenses go
ther.
"I think it should have been back to MS.13..
The letter begins: "In follow- settled before Ike got here," Curd
No one can solicit funds from
up to Larry Cashen's letter to you said. "I don't know what Larry
dated Aug. 31, 1998, we discussed and the county attorney would agree the Racer Foundation except the
the possibility of restructuring the to. That is what the courts are atIktic director - not even the
urEersity president. All requests
board of commissioners of Mur- for. It needs to be settled."
ray-Calloway County Public Hosmust be made through the athletAh, the magic word. Court.
pital Corporation, without transic
director.
That is another word the hos..•
ferring the assets of the hospital pital board ought to study before
to another entity, and whether this the next meeting. The last thing
The deeper I explored this issue,
would be sufficient to avoid appli- this county wants is another law- the more discrepancies arose. There
cation of the Open Meetings and suit like the one where the Cal- are some key questions that remain
Open Records Laws."
loway County School Board sued unanswered.
Ledger reporters have docu- then-sheriff J.D. Williams regardKnowing the hospital board's
mented countless issues that were ing the amount he charged for tax
history,
it is difficult for mc to
discussed in closed session when collection, but that may be the
as they appear. With
take
things
they weren't supposed to be - most expedient solution.
is fraught with so
board
that
a
even with the hospital board attor•••
politics,
it is almost a given
much
ney sitting at the table - simply
In the middle of the conflict
more under the
is
much
that
there
officials
didn't
because
hospital
are the benevolekt members of the
_
surface.-want it reported.
foundation board, each one handAnd the foundation conflict is
Elkins, and others in the com- picked for his ability to pick up
munity, saw the establishment of the phone and ask for money.
only one example.
the foundation as perhaps a step
Elkins and the county attorney
"If the foundation is going to
toward privatizing the hospital.
benethe
hospital
to
succeed and
have gone to great lengths to..
It is important for the commu- fit, then we have to have the total research this issue.
nity to realize that as the com- understanding of the community
Why would they risk offendposition ,of the hospital board on what we are doing," Winters ing the movers and shakers in this
changes, so can the adherence to said. "The public's image is at community and commit what is
the goals of past boards.
play...it can destroy the foundation." tantamount to political suicide
We have been assured that the
Winters noted that the foundabelieve they are
hospital has no plans to change tion is not private; instead it's unless they firmly
right?
its status as a public entity and merely an arm of the hospital.
It really isn't about who is right
board members even made a nota- 10 "I am not sure I understand
tion in the hospital's articles of what is driving the issue," he said. or wrong. It is a matter about
incorporation to reflect that..
"I surely wouldn't be involved in what is right or wrong.
It is time for the fragile egos
It is a new day at MCCH with something that was wrong. AnyCoe at the head and only a hand- thing that smacks of being ille- to be pushed aside and the accuful of board members who served gal, I can't be a part of it."
sations discarded.
under the previous administration.
Discussions about the estabName-calling such as "a nickDoes that mean that all is for- lishment of the hospital founda- el-and-dime politician" is unwargiven?
tion appear to have shifted from ranted and juvenile.
No.
whether it was illegal to whether
Let's get back to the business
Trust has to be earned. There it was proper, he noted.
at hand and clear up the confuis a reason why Elkins is stand"I wouldn't be opposed to a
sion regarding the establishment
ing firm and not caving in to out- court opinion. I think the comside pressure.
munity's best interests and the of the hospital foundation.
Judging from the unproductive"I don't know where to go from foundation depend on a quick resmeetings
that have been held so
here. There are so many things to olution of this. I am really anguishget done. This is not a battle I ing over it because it damages far, it is going to require the assistance of someone skilled in mediwant to fight right now, but I have our potential."
•••
ation.
to be involved," Coe said. "I think
Some important things to conIt's time to go to court.
the foundation is important to this
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-1 'Bring It On'tops box office ,

ELECTRIFYING...CCHS students demonstrate the principles
of static electricity to students at North Elementary.

DEA47-HS
- Mrs. Hilda Crouch
Mrs. Hilda Crouch. 83, St. Rt. 1124, Farmington, died Thursday.
Aug. 31. 2000. at 5:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Theron Crouch; two daughters, Mrs.
Loretta Haley and Ms. Lynitta Crouch, both of Farmington; two sons.
Jerry Crouch, Cadiz, and Steve Crouch, Farmington; one sister, Mrs.
Dean Cox, Winter Haven, Fla.; three brothers, Dewey Bazzell and Jim
BaizeII, both of Farmington, and Ray Bazzell, Murray; eight grandchildren; one great-grandchild. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Jimmie Harrell
Jimmie Harrell, 63. Hico Road, Dexter, died Tuesday. Aug. 29,
2000, at 3:15 p.m.. at his home. His sudden death was from an apparent heart attack.
He was a heavy equipment mechanic. Born Feb. 10, 1937, in Caldwell County, he was the son of Odes Frances Elkins Harrell and the
late Robert Ira Harrell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Corenne Wheeler Harrell; three
daughters, Mrs. Carol Kittinger, Dawson Springs, Ms. Sherry Jones,
Dexter, and Ms. Tina Jones, Tallahassee. Fla.; four sons. Bobby Gordon. Eddyville. Richard Gordon, Nortonville, Terry Smith, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and Charlie Gordon, Madisonville; his mother, Mrs. Odes
Frances Elkins Harrell, and six sisters, Mrs. Rosie Boitnott, Mrs. Kelly
Hinton, Ms. Clara Bell' Harrell, Mrs. Sara Roberts, Mrs. Roberta Driver and Mrs. Elsie Cooper, all of Princeton; two brothers, Frank Harrell, Princeton. and James Harrell, Madisonville; several grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan's
Funeral Home, Princeton. Burial will follow in Asher Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. Saturday.

LOS ANGELES(AP)-Cheerleaders were more popular than
spies at the box office over the
weekend, with the pep squad spoof
"Bring It On" debuting as the top
film with $17.4 million.
Kirsten Dunst stars iii the comedy about high school pep squads
competing for a national championship.
Wesley Snipes' spy thriller,
"The Art of War," premiered in
second place with $10.4 million.
while the previous weekend's top
movie,"The Cell." dropped to third
place with $9.7 million.
, Overall, the top 12 films took in
$75.1 million, down .7 percent
from the same weekend last year
and continuing a downward trend
from Hollywood's record summer
of 1999.
The top 20 movies at North
American theaters Friday through
Sunday. followed by distribution
studio, gross, number of theater locations, average receipts per location, total gross and number of
weeks in release, as compiled Monday by Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.
I. "Bring it On," Universal.
$17.4 million, 2.380 locations.
$7.295 average. $17.4 million, one
week.
2. "The Art " of War," Warner

,Bros., $10.4 million. 2.630 -locations. $3.959 average. $10.4 Million, one week.
3. "The Cell," New Line, $9.7
million. 2,430 locations. $3,982 average, $33.7 million, two weeks.
4. -Space Cowboys." Warner
Bros.. $6.5 million, 2,795 locations.
$2.331 average, $63.7 million, four
weeks.
5. -The Original Kings of COrnedy." Paramount, $5.9 million. 875
locations. $6,750 average, $21.2
million, two weeks.
6. "What Lies Beneath." DreamWorks. $4.6 million. 2.568 locations. $1,796 average. $130.9 million, six weeks.
7. "The Replacements." Warner
Bros.. $4.1 million, 2,717 locations.
$1,500 average. $30.8 million.
three weeks.
8. "The Crew." Buena Vista.
$4.1 million, 1,51
$2,683 average. $4. 11 million. one
week.
9. "Nutty Professor II: The

I I. "Coyote Ugly." Buena Vista. ner Bros.. $1.2 million. 1.205 loca
$2.9 million. 2,296 locations. tions, $1,002 average. $175.6 mil
lion, nine weeks.
$1.249 average. $49.4 million, four
17. "Saving Grace," Fine 1 inc.
weeks.
255 locations. 53.7(11
$943.705.
-12. "Hollow Man," Sony. $2.8
million, 2.481 locations. $ I.133 av- erage. $3.4 million, four weeks.
erage. $66.6 million, four weeks.
18. "Disney's The Kid,- Buena
13 "Bless Ahe Child," ParaVista. $703,456. 919 location..
mount, $2.7 million, 2,350 loca- $765 average. $65.8 million. eil!hi
tions. $1.154 average. $22.8 mil-.
weeks.
lion, three weeks.
14. "Godzilla 2"(X)0," Sony. $1.7
19. "Scary Movie,- Dimension
million, 2,111 locations, $826 aver- $682,288, 1,051 locations. 5649 a%
erage, $148.5 million, eight weeks
age. $7.6 million. two weeks.
IS. "X-Men," Fox, $1.4 million,
20. "Chicken Run." Dream
1.175 locations. $1.166 average. Works. $575.670. 823 location..
51,51.2 m.iLlion. seven weeks.
$699 av er4te.
16. "The Perfect Storm. War- weeks.
7
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23'. 6.. Quaker Oats
Ni‘N
Schering-Plough
Ford
Motor
(New)
24!.
L.:111\1A,
58. -1. Sears
GeneERI Electric
(;enehl Motors
72% + 2'4 Texaco
Lt.
Time 11arner
Goodrich
tk
Goodyear
23'. en nion Planters
IlopFed Banks
9'. B 9'.A UST NIC
IBM
l34+1' Wal-Mart
1torldcom Inc.
Ingersoll Rand
451' 4
. 2%
.„

•

Klumps," Universal. $3.6 million.
2.543 locations. $1.400 average.
$110 million, five weeks.
10. "Autumn in New York."
!MGM, $3.3 million. 2.260 locations. $1.446 average. $26.8 million. three weeks.

-Werliage flionument Co.
Keepsake Monuments,Inc.

. ..
•

:•.:412;•;),

•Computer generated designs
•Competitive prices
•Memorialization is our only business
•Large outdoor and indoor display

0 4.
•

(Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)
3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Prices as
of 9 a m
75'. 4-`.
22'.-'-.
24'. um'
42.+
,
69'

69 •
14 - •
4.; • •
67

9- I
ti

+''

47.-'.
17'. +6.

Aisfr,

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

HILIIARD
DONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J B HiI,,d WI. Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Theatre major awarded
two MSU scholarships
Debbie Hunt, a graduate of
Galatia High School. has been
awarded the • Betsy Ross Foundation. Bill Williams Theatre Scholarship and the Sue Travis Nickell
Scholarship at Murray State University.
The Betsy Ross Foundation
sponsors the Bill Williams The-,
atre Scholarship. The Bill Williams
Theatre Scholarship is in honor
of Bill Williams. long-time Paris
publisher.
I ntelligencer
Post
Williams has continued to be a
strong supporter of the arts. •
The Sue Travis Nickell Memorial Scholarship is awarded to a
nontraditional student.
Hunt is a senior majoring in
theater and minoring in creative
DEBBIE HUNT
writing at MSU. She is a transfer student from Shawnee Com- erative Center for Study Abroad
munity College in Ullin, Ill. Hunt Scholarship that included a trip to
was also the recipient of the Coop- London. England.

To succeed in business, you
need effective communication.
EVERYONE SING...Leigh Ann Shelton, the new music teacher
at Southwest Elementary School, leads a group of secondgraders in a song.

Your business is looking good
a
alto
•olif

West Kentucky Rural Telephone has all the services and
features to meet your business communication needs:
• Local Internet Access
• West Kentucky Networks Long Ditance

„
.•111111111111111

11111110

• Advanced Calling Features like
Caller ID and Call Waiting /

PI '

•
man

MIN OM

Amor

41e

Add Wheeling Centurydrain 20(X)® roofing and siding to your
business. Galvanized steel for strength and durability.

29 ga #1 Centurydrain

$46.00 square

29 ga. #1 Galvanized

$32.00 square

COUNTRY METALS
13800 St. Rt. 564, Farmington, KY
(5 miles South of Farmington on 564)

w7o-32s-sari1

237 North 8th Street / Mayfiekl, Kentucky 42066

Mal492-1000

WE

VA
KENTUCKY

INNIAL MINIONS COOPORATIVI CORPORATION. WK.

ihe,Vetimrk That Itbrksfor knnessee and Ailint(
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WEDDING REMINDE

JO'S DATEBOOK

The following are reminders of W eddings and anniversary events
which have been previously announced in the Murray Ledge & Times:
.11111

Tracy Leigh Bedwell, daughter of William Talbert and Ruth Bedwell of
Hardin, and David Andrew Hill, son of Sonny and Glenda Hill and Kathy
Brasher, all of Grand Rivers, will be married tonight (Friday) at 7 p.m. at
Owens Chapel Baptist Church. near Kirks.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

"--.??.•

•••

stOIELD

3TOr

Amy Miranda McCarty. daughter of Amos and Judy McCarty of Murray.
and James Christopher Smith, son of Kenneth and Melissa Green of Murray
and James and Gail Smith of Hazel, will be married Saturday at 6 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. A reception %kill follow the ceremony.

VP

Van=

ber to pursue musical theater.
Before leaving for New York, Erica will present a showcase
at "Third and Lindsley," located at Third Street and Lindsley
in downtown Nashville, Tenn., on Wednesday at 7 p.m. She
invites the public to hear her sing in -this special program.
Erica, a 1995 graduate of Murray High School and a 1999
graduate of Belmont University, Nashville, recently appeared in
"The Wizard of Oz" at the famed Gateway Theater on Long
Island, N.Y. Erica was featured in many plays including the
role of Annie at the local Playhouse in the Park.
Erica is the daughter of Don and Glenda Rowlett of Murray.

GO.

Kelly McMonigle, daughter of Mary Jo McMonigle and the late Joseph
McMonigle of Boise. Idaho, and Brian Chach. son of Jim and Janey Church
of Union City. Tenn.. will be married Sunday at 7 p.m. at the Murray State
University Women's Rowing Boathouse. Cherokee Park, Aurora.
•••

Mr. and 'Mrs. Ronald D. Boyd of Murray will be honored at a reception
in celebration of their 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Aurora Christian Church, Aurora. All relatives and friends are invited.

Forum set for Sept. 7
"Journey's End Project," a pice, and WKMS-FM, Journey's
statewide initiative to improve the End will host a public forum at
quality of care available to per- St. John's Episcopal Church at
sons at the end of life, is col- 1620
West Main St., Murray, on
lecting data for a documentary
Sept. 7 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
depicting the current status of endThose who wish to speak must
of-life care.
Along with the Department of call the Department of Nursing at
Nursing at Murray State Univer- 762-2193 to register. For more
sity. Lourdes' Hospice, Murray-Cal- information call WKMS-FM at 762-.
loway County Hospital and Hos- 4745.

L

LIBRARY EXHIBIT...Pictured is a part of the exhibit on the
opening of schools now being shown through Tuesday at
the Calloway County Public Library. This includes books,
globes, school yearbooks, school pictures, etc. Hours of
the library are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday. The library
will be closed Monday in observance of the Labor Day holiday.

Used Paperbacks
Trade & Sell

A

We Special Order
New Books at

20% Discount

A

DIXIELAND CENTER
753-4821

,

JERRY LEWIS
MDA
TELETHON

PFAFF
Hobby® 1020

$239.00

SEPT. 3-4
LABOR DAY WEEKEND

6 MONTHS NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENT & LAYAWAY

IV.

Ithe,

Lg. Hamburger.
Fries & Shake

.
:

Autumn In New York:
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15- 9:25:
Highlander Endgame :
R - 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9:30:

PA will meet Monday
Parents Anonymous will meet Monday at 6 p.m. For more information about the organization and place of the meeting call 7530082.

$agg

The annual Grogan family reunion will be sunday at the University Church of Christ (back entrance) . a potluck meal will be
served after the people arrive from church services. For more information call Charles Grogan at 759-3159.

Stallings speaks at brunch
of Christian Women's Club

Thunder baseball tryouts planned

Large Bar•13•Q
Fries & Med. Drink$429

TJ's Bar•B•Q
806 Chestnut St.

Catering Available

759-5555

•

Irm Massage Therapy & Spa
by Margaret Johnson
R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T.

Call for appt. 270-753-0882

.Art Of War
R - 1:20 -3.45 - 7:20 • 9:45

1304-T Chestnut
Dixieland Shopping Center

The Replacements :
PG13- 1:10 - 3:40. 7:10- 9:40 :
Space Cowboys
:
PG13 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:00. 9:30 :
Coyote Ugly
•
.
PG13. 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10- 9:20 i
i
:

Labor DaV
spa

big days
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 1st 82nd

Grogan reunion on Sunday

FEATURED SPEAKER...Kathy Stallings, right, was the featured speaker at the August brunch of Christian Women's
Club of Murray. Pictured at left is Effie Kemp, acting chairman.

Offering Swedish Massage,
Chair Massage, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling & Para Fango Body Wrap

Bring It On
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:15 - 7:05 - 9:15

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

GP
Specials good thru September 2. 2000

Theatres ;
Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only

Lodge meeting on Monday

TWO SPECIALS!!!

:

:

Four rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday at 2
p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more
information call Velvaleen at 753-6969 or Jack at 753-1752.

Welcome Back MSU!

thalSeet cartd.Se•rvic4, Rue'
1-800-599-8739
Paducah. KY Hwy. 68 1-24. Exit 16

1008 Chestnut St.

Four Rivers group will meet

Kathy Stallings of Huntsville,
Ala., was the featured speaker at
the August brunch of Christian
Women's Club of Murray held at
Green Horse Restaurant.
She related special events in
her life including serving as a librarian for •32 years for the city
schools of Huntsville. She spent
three years in Houston. Texas,
where she met her husband, Bob,
and they later returned to
Huntsville.
Stallings related how much she
had enjoyed the Friendship Bible
Coffees and other activities of the
Christian Women's Club.
Rhonda Beam and Carol Jo

SUMMER WILLIAMS

Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center, located in the Weaks
Community Center, will begin a Pinochle class on Wednesday at
9:30 a.m. The class will be held each Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
through the month of September. If you are 60 and older, have
always wanted to learn Pinochle, or simply need to refresh your
skills, this class is for your. There is no charge for the class. For
more information or to sign up for the class, call 753-0929.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Saturday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall. J.W. Hall, master, urges
all members to attend this special meeting.

Williams also placed third in
the optional events of photogenic
and sportswear modeling.
This was her first pageant since
at the age of 8 she was in the
local Freedom Fest Pageant.
A sophomore at Murray High
School, she is the 15-year-old
daughter of Keith and Vicki
Williams.

The Bookrack

Pinochle class at senior center

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Williams wins honors
Summer Williams 01 Murray
placed second runner-up in the Miss
Kentucky Junior Teen Pageant held
at the Hyatt Regency, Lexington,
July 8 and 9.
She competed with 114 contestants from all over Kentucky.
The pageant consisted of numerous competitions such as evening
gown, personal interviews and
introduction.

Another of our talented persons from Murray and Calloway
County is Erica Rowlett who is returning to New York in Octo-

PIEFIDLID—AES

Bogard presented special music.
Beam played the piano and sang
a song she had written. Beam and
Bogard sang acapella the song,
"Wayfaring Stranger."
Presenting the special feature
was Kathy Farley of Hatties Heart.
She designed and made a garden
basket using a decorated flower
pot and items for gardening. The
basket was given at a door prize
with Doris Rose as the winner.
The next brunch will be Sept.
22 from 10 a.m. noon at Green
Horse /Restaurant. Reservations
should be made by Sept. 20 by
calling 753-3999 or 753-4683.

BIRTHS
Nathaniel
Chapman Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Joseph of
591 Wiswell Rd.. Murray, are the
parents of a son, Nathaniel Chapman Joseph, born on Wednesday,
Aug. 23. 2000, at 5:17 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Kristina Todd.
Maternal grandparents are Mike
Todd and Rosetta Todd, both of
Murray.
Paternal
grandparents
are
Charles and Jane Joseph of Hendersonville. Tenn.
Maternal great-grandparents are
Mrs. Lillian Robertson and the
late Flavil Robertson and Mrs.
Melba Todd and the late Calvin
Todd, all of Murray.

Tryouts for the 2001 Murray Thunder 13 and 14-year-old competition baseball team will be Sept. 9 and 10 at 2 p.m. at Field
No. 1 at the Murray-Calloway County Park. For more information
and to register call Cary Redden at 753-1550, Marc Darnell at
759-1223, Keith Houston at 753-0532, Eddie Rollins at 759-1023
or Nicky Ryan at 436-2486.

Warrior reunion on Saturday
The annual Warrior reunion for any person who ever attended
Almo School or maybe just wanted to will be Saturday from 2 to
7 p.m. at Calloway County High School cafeteria. Reservations for
the dinner to be served at 5 p.m. should have already been made,
but persons wishing to visit with those attending the event are
'invited during the hours before the meal. For information call
Datha Cleaver McCallon at 489-2403 or Norma Garland at 437-

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous has meetings scheduled at 8 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday; at 11 a.m. on Wednesday; and
at 4 p.m. Sunday at the American Legion Hall, Maple and South
Sixth Streets. Murray. For more information call 436-5073 or 4365675.

CCHS Faculty events planned
Calloway County High School Faculty, both former and current,
will have a reunion Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom. On Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
CCHS cafeteria, there will be a memorial service to honor the 21
deceased faculty members. This will be a reception from 2 to 4
p.m. which is open to the public. This will give persons an opportunity to visit with the visiting former faculty members. For information call Betty Riley, phone 753-5659.

Bluegrass concert is tonight
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will present live bluegrass music and jam session tonight (Friday) at 7:30 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center. Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. Real
acoustic bluegFass, old-time and gospel music will be presented. If
you play an instrument, bring it along and join in the off-stage
jam sessions. Admission is free.

Red Cross plans classes
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will hold
a Community' First Aid & Safety Class Sept. 11 and 18 from 6
to 10 -p.m. Successful completion of the course includes a certification in adult, child, infant CPR and first aid. Pre-registration is
required at the Red Cross office

Pieti imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY, KY

Labor Day
SALE

close

sun. & mon.
Sept. 3rd 84th
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By ANGIE LEE-MORRIS

Mounds to host
dance weekend

P&L,

Tom was grateful for the gift
enabling him to fulfill his dream
of finishing college. Many years
have passed since the semester
scare. Tom is now the head of
Juvenile Arbitration in Clearwater,
Fla.
Tom and his wife Annette sponsor a child in need each Christmas donating gifts, clothing, food
and love. Throughout the year they
are active in their local Big Brother Big Sister program . serving as
mentors to the youth. Tom's criminal justice degree has certainly paid
off and allowed him to fulfill his
dream.
Each Christmas the one man who
made a difference in Tom's life
receives a card just to let him
know how much his gift is still
appreciated. Tom is making a difference in our world because of
a very generous and caring man
who lives right here in Murray.
This special man made one con
tribution to pne young person tha'
has multiplied to help many oth
ers. Tom and Annette have sent
the Murray Family YMCA a contribution for the sustaining campaign.
Tom sent this contribution to help
the community that once helped
him. If you would also like to be
a contributor to our community,
please send your pledge to our
Family YMCA today. The address
is 808 Chestnut St., Murray.
If you have any questions about
this campaign, please call 759-9622.
Remember, no amount is too small
or too big and the Murray Family YMCA builds strong kids, strong
families, and strong communities.

Some people see it is the root
of all evil. Some see it as a way
to impress others. Some see a lot
of. it, and some people see very
little of it.
This is our sustaining campaign
month here at the Murray Family YMCA. and I ask for this community to open your hearts as well
as your pockets. Every dollar we
receive is a dollar we didn't have
before, no matter how small or
large the gift, it is all appreciated. We have a goal of $30,000.
This money will be used for
scholarships and funding new programs. Scholarships are used for
kids who want to attend summer
camp or after school child care.
people with astronomical medical
bills or single parents. Young and
old benefit from our scholarship
program. We hope to make a better way of life for all people.
A few years ago I had a very
dear friend that was attending Murray State University. One semester he lost his scholarship due to
lack of credit hours. My friend.
Tom, came from a low income.
single parent home with no support services to help him.
A local man had been kind
enough to give Tom a job working on his farm. Over the years
the two became friends and the
man turned into a mentor and
father figure to Tom.
While at work one day. Tom
explained his school problem to
his mentor hopeful for some advice.
This man offered to pay for the
semester in full, only asking that
Tom would help someone else in

African-American authors
to be featured during series
Allison Joseph will read from their
works at Murray State University's Pogue Library Sept. 14 as
part of the Murray State Reading
Series.
Braggs, whose works include
"Hat Dancer Blue" and "Walking
Back from Woodstock," is the UC
Foundation associate professor of
English at the University of Tennessee, Chattanooga. He is the
winner of the 1992 Anhinga Prize
for Poetry and the 1995 Jack Kerouac Literary Prize.
Joseph, whose works include
"What Keeps Us Here," "Soul
Train" and "In Every Seam," is a
professor of English at Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale. She
is the winner of the Ampersand
Press Women Poets Series Prize,
the John C. Zdcharis First Book

Prize and an individual artists fellowship from the Illinois Arts Council.
Other readers in this series
include Davis McCombs on Oct.
10, which is co-sponsored by the
'James 0. Overby Kentucky His-_
tory and Culture Series; David
Milofsky on Nov. 9; and "Writers on the End of Life' on Feb.
16, in partnership with "Promises
to Keep," which is a cooperative
project of independent producer
Constance Alexander, the Department of Nursing at MSU and
WKMS-FM.
All readings will be held at
7:30 p.m. and will be followed
by a reception and book signing
at the Faculty Club. Books will
be available the night of the reading. The reading is free and open
to the public.
For more informktion, call (270)
762-4713.

Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will host Native American Dance
Weekend Sept. 16 and' 17. Programs are scheduled for 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. each day.
"Honoring .Our Elders" is the
focus of this special event weekend. Jim White Buffalo Gillihan.

YARDS OF MONTH...The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has chosen the yard of James and Vickie
Holland of 1549 Canterbury, Murray, top photo, as the residential yard of the month. The yard is maintained by their
son, Justin Holland. Chosen as the business yard of the
month was Arby's Restaurant on North 12th Street, Murray,
bottom photo. The department selects yards each month to
give credit for the work of maintaining outstanding yards

7 CELLTOUCH,inc. No Long Distance
6
Dixieland Shopping Center
$35
(Behind Hordees on Chestnut St.j
7
9
1
1
1

viSTAMEnwireless
A ,,thorlied Agre
I
,

FREE Nokia 918
& Car Charger

Sign up for Prepaid Cellular today
and receive 30 FREE MINUTES!!
Available on new one year service agreement Subject to credit cried( and approval Fee
will be char tor earl termination ot contract Othe' restrictions may app!

FOR LEASE
6,500 Sq. Ft. Office
Completely furnished with office furniture, filing
cabinets, etc. Telephones, carpet throughout,
storage room and vending machine area, complete kitchen, all appliances, table & chairs.
central air & heat, 14 large individual offices,
large computer room or individual office, 1
meeting room, cubicles for 15 people (already
set up), reception area.
Four Other Offices Available
Downstairs - Each Office Is Comprised Of A
Secretary Office and Master Office
Completely Furnished

effective September 5th.
Terri invites all current and
former clients to visit her at
the new location!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

753-7282

Tues - Sat , 10-5
after hours by appt
t—
bfA 4AI
rellW111111111
Dixieland Center • 753-6745

00 Sports
0
N% Injury Clinic
(for area middle & high school students)

304k.
111010‘11141

Saturdays throughout
September and October
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

\11111eN

• Sports Medicine Specialist on-hand
• X-ray services provided
• Physical Therapy services provided

we.
,01010
,
„Oki
Two bright eycl.
wiggly

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services
0 Ninth Street
- ..
Call 762-1459 for more information

One big reasoti„to buy

life insurance.

Sponsored by

I can help you secure your child's
finanLial future See me for details.

Todd Bohannon, M.D.,
Sports Medicine Specialist

Call State Farm Agent
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

State Farm is there for life."
State Farm Life Insurance Company • Home Office: Bloomington. !Iliac

present Keeper of Sitting Bull's
Pipe. will be honored along with
representatives of the Hopi/Laguna and Seneca/Comanche people.
The Bull Run Singers will provide the drum. NatiVe American
members of the group are Cherokee and Chickasaw. They are an
accomplished group and have performed at many pow wows
throughout the Midwest, including
the Trail of Tears Pow Wow.
The First Natiop Dancers represent several tribes. The group
will demonstrate various styles of
dance, reflecting the cultural diversity of Native Americans.
"Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is pleased to provide this
opportunity for Native Americans
to educate and create an awareness of their tribal histories, traditions and languages." said Carla
Hildebrand, assistant director. "I
would personally like to encourage parents and educators to attend
with their children and students."

Hildebrand also said volunteer'.

are needed to help with the event.
"None of the jobs,are hard and
we, don't expect anyone to gi‘e
up their entire weekend." she said.
Volunteers will receive free admission to the performances.
Regular admission will he
charged for the event. Ticket prices
are $4, adults; $3.75. senior citizens. .$3. children ages 6-IL $2.
individuals affiliated with Murray
State University: and free ftw-- children under age 6. Group discounts
are available by prior arrangement
For more information on \ olunteering or attending the Nati\ e
American Dance Weekend. con
tact Wickliffe 'Mounds byçjlliite
(270) 335-3681 or equalling
wmounds0Obrte.net.
Wickliffe Mounds is a progtain
of Murray State Universit\ and 1,
operated through the college ot
science, engineering and technill
ogy. The Native American Dan,•c
Weekend is funded in part h\
grant from the Kentucky Human
ities Council anti The National
Endowment for the Humanities
Other sponsors include \A estioaco Corporation and the friends (it
Wickliffe Mounds.
The museum is open daily Iron!
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.. March through
November.

Sponsored Each Week By

200 minutes

(Terni Walston, formerly of Headlines,
will be joining the staff of Hair Art

1
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MCCH X-Ray eit physical therapy services
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Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. •(270) 753-5273
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the Murray City Schools and Callnwas
County Schools for the week of Sept. 5 to 8 have been released tis Juds Clark and
Janice McCuiston, food service directors for Murray City and Callow as :omits
Schools respectively.
Schools will not be in session Sept. 4 because of the Labor Day holiday The
menus, subject to occasional change, have been released as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Tuesday - scrambled eggs and toast; Wednesday - peach iurnoy er. Thursday
- pancake and sausage on a stick; Friday - blueberry muffins. Cereal. toast. fruit
juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - pizza, tuna salad with crackers; Wednesday - spaghetti with French
bread, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - chicken nuggets with bread. peanut•
butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - pizza, Sloppy Joe sandwich. Peanut butter md
jelly sandwich available Monday and Friday. Vegetables. fruit, fruit uice and milk
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Tuesday - Honey bun: Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - steak toter
and biscuit: Friday - Poptarts. Cereal, cinnamon toast,juice and milk are :iv ailable
daily.
unch
Tuesday - mini-corn dogs, hamburgers; Wednesday - fish sandwich sr iii:
cheese and hush puppies, ham roll-up, pizza; Thursday - spaghetti with lc
toast, cheeseburgers: Friday - chicken nuggets with bread, peanut .h tiller ,,indw 1, h
Vegetables. French fries. fruit. juice and milk are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Tuesday - biscuit gravy; Wednesday - coffee cake: Thursday Friday - cinnamon roll. Cereal, cinnamon toast. juice and milk are as allabl,.• dad
Lunch
Tuesday - chicken nuggets with bread, chef salad with crackers, Wednesday
spaghetti with meat sauce, tuna salad plate; Thursday - chel salad w ith r.i ker., ,
crispy steak and cheese; Friday - turkey roll-up, ribette sandwich, corn dog
cheeseburgers, hamburgers. French fries, vegetables, Fruit and milk arc is iii i1,
daily.
•••
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Tuesday - biscuit with sausage gravy, fruit juice; Wednesday paiaakes
%cif daily
syrup, mixed fruit: Thursday - chicken on biscuit. peaches Milk i‘
Lunch
Tuesday - cheeseburger. French fries, tomato, lettuce. pk.kk' rue
Wednesday - beef roast, creamed potatoes and gra\ y, giecii ic..0 di. daw _nil
1,
li•
Thursday - grilled ham and cheese sandwich, chips. baked bean,
served daily.
East, North,Southwest
Breakfast
Tuesday - glazed cake donuts; Wednesday - sausage his, wt. 1 hursday
I
scrambled egrowith bacon and toast, Friday - biscuit with Sall,,ICC )1.C.
toast, fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - ravioli casserole with Texas toast, grilled chicken sandys i‘ h. peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - fish nuggets with hushpuppie. chili (fog
on bun, grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday - Oriental chicken with eee 1 ,41 and
roll, cheeseburger on bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich: Friday sttillcd crust
pizza, tuna salad sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Vegetables. fruit ,hct salads
and milk are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Tuesday - donuts; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, bacon and toast Thursday steak biscuit; Friday - country ham on biscuit. Cereal, toast, fruit 'tuce and milk
are available daily.
Lunch
. Tuesday - chicken ouesadilla. hot ham and cheese sandwich. grilled ,heese
sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich, Wednesday - steak nuggets with iii. Iisli
sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, chef salad, submarine on finagle,
Thursday - pizza, barbecue sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. ham ,ind cheese
sandwich: Friday - lasagna wits Texas toast, chicken sandwich. peanut butter and
jelly sandwich, chef salad, turkey and cheese sandwich. Vegetables. truit, cold
sandwiches, fruit drinks and milk are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday - steak biscuit: Thursday - bisuiit with
sausage gravy; Friday - egg and cheese breaktast pocket Cereal. toast, (run 'nice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - chicken nuggets with roll, corn dog: Wednesday - taco in taco boat
with Mexican cornbread, barbecue sandwich; Thursday - sliced turkey with
and roll, breaded chicken sandwich: Friday - corn dog. turkey club. Hamburgers.
cheeseburgers. French fries. vegetables. fruit:cold sandwiches, chef salads. pizza,
toot drinks and milk are as ailahle daily
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory
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Attend the Church
of Your Choice!

CISIZZ1
RENTAL-SALES

ADVENTISTS

CATHOLIC

200 East Main Street - 753-8201

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST Sabbath School
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 9:00 cm.

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

ASSEMBLIES OF ORB

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
Saturday
5:00 p.m.
Sundly
.9:00 a.m.
Holy'Eve
7:00 p.m.
Holy Day
6:00 p.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:15 p.m
Sunday Masses
8 a.m., 11 a.m.& 6 p.m.

CENTER

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

753-3540

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Worship 9:00 & 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

wino.
BLOOD
RIVER

ri
lU
RRAu
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12thSt.

753-1489

Murray

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

BEASLEY'S
SATELLITE & ANTENNA
d sh 500 North 4th Street
•

In

270-759-0907
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273
WOODCEliFTWS
GALLERIES
Hwy.641 North

753-4522

Cain's
CHRYSL ER.PLYMOUTH.000GE.JEEF

HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY.•753-6448

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Over 25 Years In Business -

1
\,

jilf.0.8

J.rin,lW,ii 1.1014i0

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings • Proms .Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversaries

304 Main St.
Nturray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1300
(270)759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Serrices For
Your Wedding!

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
1901)642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we. preach.
—Romans 10:8

HOLESALE

LECTR1C

IVE

206 E. Main

Street

SUPPLY

753-8194'

Belcher Oil Company, Inc.
High Quality Lubes & Fuel
"Serving laza Needsfar Ow 25 Years"

403 S. L.P. Miller•753-0212
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
'Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

Arbgs

507 N. 12th • 753-8841
Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
205

N. 12th

KFC •

Call In Orders 753-7101

"I he tfridee independent repair shop in Morra%

Cunningham
. Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7•30.5
619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831 • 753-3571

CHEST=
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.

Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
1634 Main St., Murray
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday
Morning Services
10:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening Services
10.30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
7:30 p.m
Reading Room Every Wed.
Wednesday Serv.
12-3 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
I1:00 a.m.
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship Services
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Wednesday Night
7:00
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Worship
1045a.m.
Bible Study
100 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
600pm
7;30
Worship
10:45 am.& 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
p.m.
EASTWOOD BAFTIST-CHURCH
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
Bible
10:00 a.m.
Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship .
9:50 a.m.
Wednesday
Evening
Worship
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 pm.
Worship
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
HICKORY GROVE
Sun. Schools
8,9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Evening Worship
Sunday Bible Class
6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
Wed. Worship
Morning Worship
7 p.m
10:00 am.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Church Training
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
10:50 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
Evening
Worship
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
Sunday School
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Sunday School
•
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
Morning Worship
5:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
ICIRKSEY BAPTIST
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW CONCORD
Evening Worship
Worship
.6:30 p.m.
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
BAPTIST
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Sunday School
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
LONE ))AK PRIMITIVE
SECOND STREET
1st Sunday
Morning Worship
2:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m.
3rd Sunday
Evening Worship
2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
Worship
10:50 a.m.
9 a.m.
Evening Worship
Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
10 a.m.
MOUNT HOREB
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
UNION GROVE
Worship
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
9:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
WbiobrisehiCplasses
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evsping Worship
6:00 p.m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning
9:00 cm.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 am.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OWENS CHAPEL
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
520 S. 16th St.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday
Priesthood
Prayer Service
10:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
Sunday School
Church
12L1010
1
• 600 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
8:45 a.m & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620W. Main
SALEM BAPTIST
Holy Eucharist
8 a.m. & 1030 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Christian Education
9:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m.
SINKING SPRING
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
School
Sunday
Worship
10 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a m.,6.30 p.m.
Wednesday • Home Groups
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
IMPACT PRAISE 4 WORSHIP CENTER
Sun. Celebration Services
SPRING CREEK
10 a.m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Fri.
Celebratio
Worship Services
n Services
10 am & 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
.7:00 p.m.
ST JOHN Sunday Morning
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday
3 p.m.
Sunday School
10 am.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Worships
H a.m. & 6 p.m.
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
WEST FORK
Worship
1130 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
HA,RMONEY MENNONITE CHURCH
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 14
Sunday School
930 a.m. 'Sunda,' School
10:00 a.m
Worship
- 1030 a m. & 6 pm.
Worship .
1046 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
NEW LIFE
•
Sunday School
10 a m
603 N 16th
Worship
Ilam & 6 pm
ThursdayBible Study
7 p.m.
Wednesday
7 pm
Sundays - Worship
10:30 cm.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

CHURCH OF CHRIST

coo=
or.MS= WRIST
OF LATTER
DAT SAINTS

EPISCOPAL

mesilinneirr

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6:30 p.m.

IMMURE'S WITNESSES

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a m

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719
84

Hickory Woods

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Worship
8:00 a.m.
Bible Study
915 a.m

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
930 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6-00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
1st & 3rd Sun Night
6 00 p m
COLDWATER
Worship
11 00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 cm., 11:00 a.m.
Church School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
unday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 aril.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
- TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

NAZAR=
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.
Sunday School
1010 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
/6:30 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.& 6:30.p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.& 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
•
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser.
10-11 cm.& 7:00 p.m
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
Worship
10.30 a.m. & 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday
2:00 p.m.
Thursday
7:00 p.m

Peconmeas
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10.00 am
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.47p.m.

(270)
759-8700

Utterback Rd.
Murray,KY

Retirement Center

Almo Country Store & Garden Center

CRAWFORDS BBQ
Old Fashioned Hickory Smoked BBQ
Pork BBQ • Chicken (by the half)
Tenderloin • Ribs
Intersection of 1824 & 464
(270) 753-1934
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

753-9383
SKAF12001)

4//-11

Oteli

11 E
r 01,

1.vx
ca
,„000°'cF:

HI0WA IR CO CO

glak.

iP10

IC0NIPIA 1%11/

Office Technology Specialists
118 N. 7th St.

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.

FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

641 Super Shell

ree

Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m. DeliverYP
Sun.8 a.m.-6 p.m.
South 12th

Phone 753-9131

. Gingers
Hallmark
640 N. 12th St.
qhoppc,;. of -k(uttog

Great Selections...
*Bibles and Bible Covers
*Bible Index Tabs
*Bible Lesson Planners
*Precious Moments Bibk
FREE Imprinting With Purchase

New and Used Tires * Lowest Prices!

Warehouse
Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main
"We have over 50 years'experience

Murray

in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones.

753-1962

Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.
Nn RR vs,

LEDGER & TIMES
iL)
()PEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

10% Off discount on

I dozen or
more for all churches.'

1409 Main St.• Murray • 759-1736

WestView
aa

•

r

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

ra

Murray Appliance
212 E. Main

St.

he4)
Murray Bank
How Bankiqg Should Be

- 753-1586

1000 Whitnell Road

Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

.4"
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Churches list activities
.. Various churches have released
information concerning their worship services on Sunday as follows:
First United Methodist
The Rev. Lari's Daniel. pastor,
will speak about "The Christ Who
Is Sacred" with scripture from
John 18:1-6 at the 8:45 and II
a.m. worship services. The Rev.
Norma J. Reed, minister of discipleship. will be liturgist. Dr. Pamela
Wurgler is minister of music with
Joan Bowker as organist. Rex Soulsby will sing "Micah 6:6-8" at the
early service. The choir will sing
"Come. 0 Lord. and 0.VerfloW
Us" at the later serY•ice. Acolytes
are Wes Adams and Taylor Pierce.
Memorial Baptist
The Rey. Randy Wilson will
speak at the 1050 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship serv ices. His morning topic v. ill be "How To Share
the Gospel- with scripture from
Romans 8:9. Paul Adams is minister of music with Kathy Thwean
and Tony a Thompson as accompanists. The sanctuary choir v. ill
sing ''I've Been With Jesus" at
the morning hour ss hen the ordinance of The Lead's Supper will
be observed. Assisting w ill be Bill
Farris.
Glendale Rd. Church.of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "What Do You Communicate?" with scripture from
James 1:16-27 at the 9 a.m. worship serv ice and about. "Because
You've Asked:. Flow Can I Make.
A Difference?" with scripture front
Romans 12:4-12 at the 6 pitt.
worship service. Curti. Darnall will
direct the song service. Other ministers are Garry. Evans. inyolvement:
Nick Hutchens. youth: and Alan
Martin. outreach. A short V. orship
service will also he held at 5 a.m.
Martins Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. Michael Blake. pastor. will speak about -Without and
Within" with scripture from Mark
17:1-8. 14-15, 21-23 at 11 t. a.nt.
worship service. Sunday School v. ill
be at 10:15 a.m.
Good Shepherd I.'. Methodist
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor, will speak about "Without and
Within- with scripture from Mark
17:1-8. 14-15, 21-23 at the 11
a.m. worship service. The choir
will sing "Love Lifted Me.- Sun-day School vs ill he at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Dennis Norvell. pastor. will
speak about "Each One, Reach Onewith scripture from John 1:35-42

at the 8.:45 and II a.m. worship speak about "Who's Your Boss'?
services. Ryker Wilson is minis- with scripture from Ephesians 6:5ter of music and Susan Reynolds. 9 at the 10:45 a.m. worship servCarol Kelly. Hazel Brandon and ice and about "Hope Beyond TempAnita Bradley are accompanists. tation" with scripture from I Peter
Sunday School is at 10 a.m. No 1:13-20 at the 6 p.m. worship
evening service is scheduled.
service. Mike Crook is minister
of music with Margaret Wilkins
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev: James Redmann, and Lisa Ray as accompanists. The
vacancy pastor, 'Aill speak at the sanctuary, choir will sing "Praise
8 a.m, worship service. unday Him! People of God" and RhonSchool and Social Hour will be da Roberts will 'sing "There Is a
at 9:15 a.m.
Savior" at the morning hour. BrenEmmanuel Baptist
da Williams will sing "Go Light
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pas- Your World" at the evening hour.
tor, will speak about "Labor in Vain" The Rev, Terry Garvin, associate
with scripture from Jonah 1-:7- I3 pastor,- and Joelha- Kelly, preat the 11 a.m. worship service. school/children minister, will assist
and about "Contentment in Christ"
Lake.Land Apostolic
with scripture from Philippians 4:1The Rev. James H. Cain will
19 at the 6 p.m. worship service. speak at the 2 p.m. worship service on Sunday and at 7 p.m. worFirst Christian
The Rev. William C. Horner, ship service on Thursday.
minister, will speak about "Weddings and Funerals" with scripture
University Church of Christ
Alan Cooper, congregational
from John 2: I- II at the 10:15 a.m.
worship service. Mark Dycus is minister, will speak about "The
choir director with Lea Gentile as • Tempted Church" at the 10 a.m.
organist. Special music will be worship service and about "What
presented by Lindsey Chamber- Does Your Church Believe" at the
lain. Tim Allbritten will be wor- 6 p.m. worship service. Danny
ship leader. Erica Cheatham is youth Claiborne is worship leader. Jeremy Bell is youth minister and
director.
Charley Bazzell is campus minisNorth Pleasant Grove
ter.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Coldwater Church of Christ
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor.
Richard Guilt. minister, will
will speak about "The Spirit and
The Blood" with scripture from I speak about "The Sin of NonJohn 5:1-10 at the 11 a.m. wor- Attendance— with scripture from
ship. service. Dean Cochrum. Mar- Hebrews 10:23-29 at the 10:15
garet Nell Boyd and Justin Vaughn a.m, worship service, and about
"The Two Men of Psalm 1" with
will he in charge of the music.
scripture from Psalm 1:1-6 at the
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Ann Marie Mont- 6 p.m. worship service. Song lead-gomery. co-pastor. will speak about ers will be Gerald Rule and Kevin
"Now Hear This!" with scripture Smith. •
South Pleasant Grove
from James 1:17-27 at the 10:45
United Methodist
a.m. wonhip service. Margaret
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pasBoone is choir director with Mandie
Green as organist. Mrs. Boone and tor, will speak at 10:45 a.m. worMolly Lamb will sing "Holy Jesus ship service. -Sunday School will
Our Savior." Korean Worship will be at 9':45 a.m.
Westside Baptist
he at 4 p.m.
The Rev. Glynn M. On, pasGrace Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham. tor, will speak about "Being what
pastor. will speak at the 10:45 We Are: Salt of the Earth" with
a.m. and '6 p.m. worship services. scripture from Matthew 5:13 at
John Wood is minister of music the 10:30 am. Family Life Sunwith Dwane Jones and Oneida day service. Tommy Scott is minWhite as accompanists. The choir ister of music and Jeremy Hudwill sing "Jesus Is Lord of All" gin is minister of students. The choir
at . the morning hour and "More will sing "Love Grew Where The
Love to Thee. 0 Christ" at the Blood Fell- with Greg Walker as
evening hour. Jeff Prater is min- soloist and Jason Thompson will
ister of youth. Church-Wide Singing sing at the service. IMPACT for
College/Career will be at 11:45
will start at 5:30 p.m.. a.m. No evening service will be
First Baptist
scheduled.
Dr. Wendell Ray. pastor. will

Churches difficult to contact
VENTURA, Calif. (AP) — An
organization that phoned 3,764
Protestant congregations to test
their availability was unable to establish contact with anyone at 40
percent of them, despite repeated
attempts. Barna Research Group phoned
the randomly selected congregations in June and July. Nearly half

the churches where no person could
be contacted lacked an answering
machine. In other cases, voice messages were left unanswered.
"In a world where people are extremely busy and are suspicious of
the practical value of churches,
they are not likely to make three or
four calls to a church before they
get to speak to a human being."

commented head researcher George
Barna. "If churches really want to
help people, they have to he accessible."
He suggested that small
churches use call forwarding to a
volunteer ready to answer the
phone, or get an answering machine and repeatedly monitor it.

Pagans ask to hold school rally
ASHEVILLE, N.C.(AP) — The
Appalachian Pagan Alliance has
applied to hold a "We Still Work
Magic" rally at the high school stadium where Christians staged a
huge "We Still Pray" rally.
The Christian rally was part of a
national movement urging fans to
break into the Lord's Prayer at
football games after the national

anthem is sung, in response to the
U.S. Supreme Court's June ruling
against organized prayer at games
in Texas.
The pagan event, on the Sept. 22
autumn equinox, would cast blessing spells asking for acceptance
and call for the earth to be healed,
said leader Ginger Strivelli.
"It would probably be the same

how can you keep
t

or

p

Featured will be 'The Men of
Praise from Clinton.
The public is urged to hear this
special group, a church member
said.

'111'

t ,0,11 t

MSRP $61,500,00

SALE PRICE

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN

Church strives to
reach community

First Presbyterian Church willbegin a new Sunday evening WM:
ship service on Sept. 10 at 5:30
p.m. in the cluirch fellowship hall.
Members of the Worship Committee said "we've been looking
at our Sunday morning sen ice and
wondering where sonic of our htlks
are; why there aren't more .oulit.t
families with children; and where
are the single adults between the:
ages of 25 to 35."
The committee said as they
began to ask questions they heard
some surprising responses. Young
families with children wanted a
worship time other than in the morning. Young adults wanted a worship service that is less formal
and different from the traditional
services they attended as children.
Church members said "we want
to offer opportunities forworshipat First Presbyterian Church that
reach out to all ages- and needs;
and we think we have something
good to offer this community' in
terms of proclaiming God's grace
and mercy."
By offering this new worship
service the church will present the
same theme of the Sunday morning sermon in a more relaxed atmosphere with contemporary music
and a wide variety of creative
approaches to worship.
"We are going to begin meeting for this service in the fellowship hall to remember the roots
of this congregation's beginnings
when the fellowship hall was the
place of worship." a church member said.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
At 62. pastor Terry Vasseur ha.
seen his fair share of congregations. None ofithem. though, captured his heart like the one he
took over in January 1998 at North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
"It's the best church I've pastoned," Vasseur said during a recent
telephone interview from his home
to 65. he said.
in Paducah. "1 feel we're one of
Sunday School classes begin at
the best kept secrets in the counthe church at 10 a.m, and worty,"
ship services begin at 11 a.m.
Originally organized in 1859, Vasseur said there
are no set Sunthe church held its first meetings
day or Wednesday night services.
in an old school building located
hut those nights are often filled
almost directly across the road
up by various other activities, such
from where its current building
as fall festivals, picnics and musinow sits, according to Vasseur.
cal entertainment.
"It's a sery serene, pretty, rural
"We're open to about anything,"
location. yet we're only about three
Vasseur said. "For a small church,
miles from Murray,- he said. "You
they're not afraid of change. I
can come out to the church from
admire them for that."
(Highway ) 121. Highway 641 (and)
Vasseur said the church's main
Airport Road.goal. though, is to reach as much
. The church itself is not a great of
Calloway County as possible.
deal older than the Cumberland
Hilltop Baptist Church, located
The purchase of a van a few years
Presbyterian denomination itself,
on Old ,Salem Road. '.'.ill ha\ e
ago, • he said, helped the church
according to Vasseur. since Cumrevival services starting Sunday
to vastly improve one of its main
berland Preshsterians broke away
and continuing through Thursday.
efforts - recruiting Murray State
from the organized Presby terian
The Rev. Bobby Edmonson will
l'niversity students.
church in 1810.
be the evangelist for services at
"We aim that directly at the
Vasseur said the church operAudents at Murray State." Vasseur 7 p.m. each night. Prayer Band
ates on an eldership system, meanwill start at 6:30 p.m.
said. "It's not unusual -for those
ing a group ot leaders makes the
The Rev. Richard West is passtudents to come to our church.
decisions for the church body: rather
We would like this to be their church tor of the church.
than a board or the denomination
;IY:
. from home, whether they're
itself.
Presbyterian or not."
"That's basically the difference
Vasseur also said Me church
between our church and the -Bapdoes quite a hit of advertising.
tist church.- Vasseur said."Our docwith local media outlets. The cost_
trines are very close to the Bapthough, are well worth it. he said.
tists."
"It's just a way of being able
Since the church is located to
to reach more people,- he said.
the north of Murray, Vasseur said
"We incorporate people real easy."
it is beginning to benefit from the
recent construction boom that has
been ongoing for the past year or
so.
"The thing I regret is that there
is not a Cumberland Presbyterian
•New and Used Quality Tires at
church in the town of Murray,"
Affordable Prices
he said. "Now, though, it seems
.
.E
F rxece
e lB
leanie
tW
ncalnr g
ra nv ilet hs Tire
like everything is coming out
With
Purchase
toward us."
7M
CV
Accepted
Vasseur said, the church recently welcomed three new members,
something he is excited about, hut
not necessarily surprised by.
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
"Our church is very *nonjudgmental.- Vasseur said. "When you
leave, you know you've been to
church and you know you've been
with people who love ou. You're
going to he a visitor one time
Replace them with energy efficient, easy to clean, tilt-in
only.
Right now. Vasseur said, the
vinyl replacement windows that have a lifetime guarantee.
church is averaging an attendance
For A Free Estimate Call(270)345-2648
of 40 to 50 people for its SunALCOA
•
Over 30 Years Experience
day morning worship services.
clo,e
Actual membership. though. is

Houses
of Hope

Hilltop Baptist
Church plans
revival services

FOR ALL
BUSINESS
UPDATES READ
THE LEDGER

l
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'
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Make Cooper Tires
Your First Choice!

Warehouse Tire

Want to get rid of those My,hard to open windows?

dot,r,,e BP,ause lads wtth somettung to jr
,ke tt. lo drags Vlii Cs.
For frr

vrro,tio, "1,1 1,u4 or•vantion programs in

1 877 KIDS 313
www.youcaahelpkids.arg

Stock #515419

S53,500.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLETINC.
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270)753-1629
Email address - dtayloreldd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270)753-2617

I SUBSCRIBE

CanI-1a510
NII1 I •1111111) %. I PU1411 1'1111'111

14111111M%

,Jr flak.'

New 2000 Chevrolet(6500 Chassis
25950 GVW. 210 High Torque Engine. 6
Speed, Air Ride High Back Driver Seat, Air,
Cruise. Power Locks & Windows. Hydraulic
Brake. Tilt, 2-Man Passenger Seat With Body
Vulcan 21 Ft. Steel Carrier WAA/heel Lift, Code
3 MX 7000 Light Bar, Upper And Lower Work
Lights, 4-.48- Polished Aluminum Tool Boxes.
Quarter Fenders, Aluminum Wheels W/Center
Cap And Lug Covers, Electric Shift PTO,
White/Gray Color.

Presbyterians to
offer new
worship service

4

7

Gospel singing to be held
A gospel singing w ill be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church. located
at Walnut and North Third Streets,
Murray.

stuff the Christians do. It's just that
we have more gods than they do,"
she said. "We wouldn't be up there
sacrificing cattle or anything."
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Coming To Murray Kentucky
Prophetic Word Ministries Int. Crusade
Do you need a miracle in finance, healing, relationship, greater anointing, to he
stirred up in your gifts, need the gifts in your life, greater direction from God
It .t been about 15 rears .since Apo.stle/Prephet Allan Tackett's last crusade in Murray. Ks. MC I hull ill's were
always.filled in these crusade's with people returning and testifying about the miracles they had received. Alter /5 •
years the Lord has spoke to hint to return. for there would he mans. that svould receive minicles 1/us is the time
for this region qfKentucky to receive a GREAT OUTPOURING OF GOIIS_POWER!People across the world
have received a wordfrom this highly anointed man of God that has brought miracles, healing, and changed their
forever Ministering in the majority of the organizations people' have been touched throughout the wor/d.
From independent churrhes.to the Church of God, to Charismatic. to Assemblies of God, Baptist. Church of God
in Christ, etc: you will know that you have received a supernatural touchfrom God in these services. Faith Tacker
who is multi-gifted and anointed of God is used in healing the broken hearted, and helping to bring women into
all that God has called them.to be. And if you like praise and worship that will take you into the highest place of
worship, then join in as Prophetess Faith Tackett leads you into praise and worship taking sou before' the Presence
of God where there you will be able to receive a supernatural touch .from God.
If your church would like to attend and be recognized in this crusade Please Call 931490-9994 BY: SEPT 1st

Place: Auditorium of the Weaks Community Center
'
7° and Poplar 607 Poplar in Murray

Date: Sat Sept 2nd & Tues - Sat Sept 56 9th
Time: 7:00 Nightly
Info:
931-490-9994 270-753-0929 BRING A FRIEND!

ophetic
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rink rive

Labor Day is almost here, and for millions of Americans, that means some well-deserved time
off...time to celebrate...time to call your own. But, if you drink and drive, time could be cut
short for you, a loved one or an innocent bystander.
This holiday weekend, make it your job to act responsibly. If you plan to clock some time
behind the wheel, please stay sober and keep an eye out for the other guy. It's an important
job, but everybody's got to do it.

Wishing You A Safe And Happy Labor Day Weekend.
qave Sate agoe qaftizet
Zalept nut 20ede1ccea

Help Make This A Safe Holiday
For All Of Our Families

From your friends at...

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
Murray, KY
(270) 753-5273

PLEASE DON'T
DRINK & DRIVE

EASLEY

g

ANTENNA

SATELLITE

500 North 4th Street/Murray, Ky 42071
(270)759-0901 / 877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Ave./Paris, Tn 38242
(901)642-4077/877-726-4077 Toll Free

4

Your Community Bank
7th & Main Street
Murray
(270) 753-7921

Member FDIC

Be Safe This
Holiday Weekend...
Don't Drink & Drive

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

NPPLE TREE
SCI400L
Apple Tree School wants to
remind you that children and
families will be on the road
this holiday weekend so help
us to keep it safe and
enjoyable!

DON'T DRINK ti DRIVE
1503 Stadium View Dr.• 753-9356

"Personal & Professional Service To Every Customer"
206 E. Main • Murray • 270-753-3361

I tij(

1114,

lolicloy with Your

Vcinriiltj Sig

Friencis.

Don't DrinIc (Svc Drive!

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
622 South 4th

Murray
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday. Sept.
2, 2000:
You want to do something special with
your life. Focus on work, as you will gain
professionally You also might opt to go
into a more satisfying line of work, even
if it requires taking some courses. Your
spirituality demands expression in some
way. Communication becomes your
strong suit. Others hear you loud and
clear. Talk about ideas and be open to
feedback. If you are single, next summer
proves to be most romantic, as you meet
- a.very special person. Meanwhile, enjoy
yourself and broaden your immediate
circle of friends. If you are attached, a
relationship heats up because of your
attention and willingness to share more
of your life. SCORPIO is fun to hang
with.

MATH MADE EASY...North students Dustin Moore and Neka
Whitley work with math manipulatives to aid them in solving
math problems.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
- Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
_3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Signs,symptoms
of cancer listed
Q: What are the common signs
and symptoms of cancer?
A: There are many types of
cancer and they can cause a variety of symptoms. Here are some
of them:
• Thickening or lump in the
breast or any other part of the
body. Obvious change in a wart
or mole.
• A sore that does not heal.
• Nagging cough or hoarseness..
• Changes in bowel or bladder
habits.
• Indigestion or difficulty swallowing.
•Unexplained changes in weight.
• Unusual bleeding or discharge.
These symptoms are NOT
always caused by cancer. They
may also be caused by infections.
non-cancerous tumors or other problems. It is important to see the
doctor about any of these symptoms or other physical changes.
You should not wait to feel pain
because early cancer, usually does
not cause pain.

Ask the CIS
To find the cause of symptoms
the doctor may order tests or a
biopsy. During a biopsy. the doctor removes a sample of tissue
from the abnormal area. The tissue is then examined under a
microscope to check for cancer
cells. A biopsy usually is the best
way to tell whether a medical
problem is cancer.
For more information about cancer, call the Cancer Information Service at 1-800-4-CANCER.
Ask the CIS is distributed by
the Cancer Information Service
(CIS) of the Mid-South, which
serves Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,. Mississippi and
Louisiana. The CIS is a program
of the National Cancer Institute.
Call the CIS toll-free at 1-800-4CANCER between 9 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. local time.

Chevrolet

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Step back from unpleasant
behavior. By not reacting, you hold up a
mirror to the other person. Confusion
surrounds plans with friends. Make plans
with a- dear and trusted loved one. The
two of you laugh and _ relax together._
One-on-one relating brings the greatest
- rewards. Avoid crowds if possible.
Tonight: Be a duo.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Others seek you out, and you
let them present their ideas. You might
not be sure about what you want to do.
Perhaps catching up and visiting with
different friends. and loved ones fits the
bill. Don't turn down an invitation. Let
off steam and have fun at the same time.
Tonight: Out and about-.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
*** Get into a project or relax by
focusing on a fun hobby. Another pushes
you beyond your limits, and you cannot
seem to detach. Take a drive into the
country or -visit a favorite place. You
might also want to veg out to music.
Taking good care of yourself remains
instrumental to your success. Tonight:
Put your feet up:
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Someone creases a problem by
being vague. This person's mind wanders, so getting a clear picture proves to
be close to impossible. Allow your creativity to fill in the gaps. Take time with
a child. Share an activity or hobby you
loved when you were little. Express your
carefree nature. Tonight: Play the night

away.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
*** Insulate yourself from others if
you find that you cannot deal with stress.
Home is your castle. Consider a change
of environment. Pnce a new item for the
household or for you alone. A fountain
on your desk or in your bedroom helps
soothe tension. A partner comes to you
for advice. Tonight: Order a favonte
meal.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your enthusiasm breaks past
problems and allows others to see who
you are. A neighbor gives you an earful
— listen. This person knows what is
going on. Make an effort to connect with
those you care about, be it through mail
or phone. Invite another to join you at the
movies and for a bite to eat. Tonight:
Where your friends are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Expenses go overboard. Avoid
money and emotional risks. Instincts lead
you once you get past a child's or other
loved one's requests. Another has an
interesting way of manipulating you.
Take time to teach a child or teen-ager
more about money and how to handle it.
In the long run, your concern will win
kudos. Tonight: Order in.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Make plans outside the home.
In fact, a break from your housemates
helps you energize and be more tolerant.
Understanding another's limits is important. but do not let yours be washed
away. Go to a baseball game or get into a
favorite sport. The change of scenery
also refreshes you. Tonight: Where the
fun is.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Listen to an older relative or
friend, who has a lot of wisdom to share.
Make a must appearance, but recognize
your need for pnvate time. Don't question another's actions. Instead, walk in
this person's shoes. Tonight: Do for you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Gather with others and make
merry this Labor Day weekend. You
might want to toss caution to the wind
financially. Remember, there is a tomorrow! Friends invite you to -their barbecues • and celebrations. Don't forget
someone at a distance who cares a lot.
Make a phone call. Tonight: Where the
action is.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your plate is full. You see so
many possibilities, you feel as if you are
running around in circles. Talk to a loved
one or dear friend about making plans.
Do not avoid a must appearance. A celebration and a reunion with friends mix
well. Don't be surprised when another
comes to you for advice. Tonight; In the

change of scenery gi.es you a tresh attilimelight.
tude and a new mood Tonight Try
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Popularity soars and distracts something totally new
you from something that has been bothenng you. Allow your mind to escape - BORN TODAY
Taking a umeout will help you process Teens legend Jimmy Connor. I952i,
the issue on a subliminal level. Meet a teacher Chnsta McAuliffe 1948),
friend halfway at a favonte place A actress Salma Hayek (l968)

WHEN YOU SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS OF
AMERICA, THERE'S
NO TELLING
WHOSE LIFE
YOU'LL CHANGE.
1.800.899.00H9 or www.voa.org

Mere are No limits to cartmig.

STA-RITE® PUMPS
"Excellence In Quality"
Quality
Products
Quality
Service

Phil Starks
"Pump Specialist"

This area's
exclusive

STA-RITE'
Dealer

"Personal & Professional Service To Every Customer"
206 E. Main • Murray • 270-753-3361

When You Shop At Murray Supply
"You'll Love Our Service!"

Oldsmobile -

Cadillac

Interest
as low as
0.9°41

Rebates
up to
2500"

2000
S-10 XCAB
Stock # 00090

3rd Door, Automatic, Vortec 2200 Engine,
AM/FM Stereo/CD, Tachometer,
Tilt/Cruise/AC, Aluminum Wheels
*Dealer Retains Rebate*

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

'14,903 82

2000 HD Fleetside
2500 3/4 Ton
Stock # 00315

Front Bench Seat, AC/Automatic, Vortec 5700
Engine, Tilt/Cruise

17,907 46

*Dealer Retains Rebate*

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

CCt7
CHEVROLET'

2420 L. Wood St., Paris • 642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

,C2:› Oldsmobile

MI Prices Plus Tax,Title & License

410
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) 1{ATES
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
,All 3 Ads Most Run Within 6 Day Period

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

"II
war

Just Say "Charge It"
Advertisers are 'requested to :check the
first insertion of their ads .for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be respon,
sible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can he made
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
S7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Legal Notice

060

13'01_•-itheica

Legal Notice

NOTICE

The following programs are offered to secondary students: Retailing, Food Technology,
Auto Technology, Health Sciences, Machine
Tool Technology, and Carpentry. Practical
Nursing is offered to adults.
Adults enrolled in a full time program must
pay a $20 application fee and the applicable
semester tuition. For more information on
programs contact Dr. Dennis Harper,
Principal, KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Area
Technology Center.
•
020

Notice

Notice

ANNUAL LABOR DAY
WEEKEND SALE
Hitching Post in Aurora.
Storewide discounts
up to 50%.
Sept. 1, 2 & 3.
10AM-6PM.
474-2266.

ATTENTION
Hunters.
Hunting seasons . just
around the corner. So you
need your 4-wheeler serviced. We do oil changes, oil
filter, air filter & adjust the
valves. Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813.

I I

LOST
Gray Cockatiel.
White on wings.
Olive St. vicinity.
Reward!

020

Help Wanted

NANCY Mayfield, Formerly
Family Haircare is now
employed at Kut-N-Curl.
Sirloin
from
Across
Stockade. Mon-Fri. 7:305:00. Sat. 9-2. Closed
Wednesdays. Call 753Appointment's/
1682.
Walkin's Welcome

LOCAL church seeks
Director of Children's
Ministry. Will have responsibilities
for
nursery
through
6th
grade.
Complete lob description
available upon request.
Hours negotiable. Please
submit resume with references to:
PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
TIRE AMNESTY
PROGRAM
Sept 28th. 29th & 30th

CALL 759-3549
Roommate
Wanted

753-8351

CLASS/F7
- EL)

Sportsminded
person in the local branch of a large organization If
selected, you will be given 3 weeks expense paid
classroom training We provide complete company
benefits. Major medical. dental. 401k savings plan
Guaranteed income to start 55.200/first 13 wks All
promotions are based on merit, not seniority.
For confidential interview/appt.
Call Today
10:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Call 270-759-5910
Ask for Mr. Johnson
E.O.E.

060
Notice

040

pit

Due to company promotions. 5 openings
exist now for

50

3BR House in Hazel
Double room, furnished.
Bathroom, kitchen. Nice
home
with
C/H/A.
References, good with children. $50/ week. 4928512. leave Message.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

NEED Person for shipping
dept. Typing and computer
skills helpful. Apply at 95
Chestnut St. between 8am
& 5prn_ Mon. Thurs, Fri.

WANTED
OTR DRIVERS
Locally based trucking

Excel has immediate full-time
. positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per-hour. All shifts ayarle
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

company. Must have
CDLs for at least 2
years
600-mile radius
Home every weekend
Call for more
information

PSYCHICC\Or
READINGS
ADVISES IN ALL
TELLS PAST,
P C.1,BLEM5 OF LIFE
,..:,
PRESENT AND FUTURE

7/ibe ,44€

FOUND 08/14/00 Male
Lab Puppy (mix) All black
with small white patch on
chest. 6-8 months old
Near Hardee's No collar.
753-1164 or 759-4141

A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
,rizles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

NECCIT
The pm‘er of I

767-0508
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

www.earn-d-oniine.com

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

IMMEDIATE Openings at
for
Mattel
Spanish
Speaking translators. Will
work midnight to noon. Or
noon to midnight. $8.25/hr.
Call 759-8383 for more
information

—J

a.

WE DO!Over 34 Years

43

Visit

Experience/
Our Showroom Today
Tom

CAR
cr
Ui

T

Ft OtcpVER
i444, Ef41

753-7728

11NIOi•1104

MurmY

'
1140•
Rd

•
kncht\S

Hazel ICY
1500!yds
1.3c1dv3 • 000M01:1VH • lANIA • 3111 cilN09• 3111 DINIVI:133
Rifd

Help us help a needy child. Thousands of children in
Kentucky are currently in need of out of home care.

Contact Tia Wadkins -(877)444-3091

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

STORAGE SPACE
30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

ment for each child placed in their home.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available
Servers. Cooks, Dishwashers.
and Night Janitorial
Weekly Pay Up To $7.50 Per Hr.
.Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental
Insurance, 40IK, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations &More.
1pply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow .U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.

Special Price

060

060
Help Wonted

Help Wanted

ARE you looking for a'
career with a growing company?
Spoilable Scoreboards is
looking for you!
Current full time 1st shift
positions available for a:
Shipping clerk who has
excellent organizational
skills and is able to communicate with freight companies to correlate shipments and handle claims.
Salestrelemarketer who
can respond to prospective
customers, solicit orders
and handle client needs via
telephone. Applications are
being accepted for these
positions and future openings in PRODUCTION
ASSEMBLY at:
Sportable Scoreboards.
106 Max Hurl Drive.
Murray.
IMMEDIATE openings for
FT & PT warehouse positions. Hours 7AM-3:30PM
M-F. Possible. Saturdays'.
Apply @ Southeastern
Book Co. Hwy 641N
Murray.
6 IVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
S600 -S800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas No
CDL7 15 day CDL training
program available Call
today 1-800-242-7364

'

Help Wanted

NEEDED Experienced
PAGLIAI'S in Murray is
Auto Body Technictan.
now hiring pizza makers &
cooks. Training wages Requirements: Your own
starting at $6.00 per/hr. tools. dependable & have
Meals half price, soft dhnks pride in work. Cleanliness
free. Pay raises available & neatness expected
as job knowledge increas- Bruce's Body,Shop.
1-V.1-644-9883.
es. Apply in person at
Pagliai"s after 2PM. No
WANTED: Someone to
phone calls please.
clean concrete driveway.
.753-5710.

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVER TRAINING
.4 Week Programs
•Day or Evening Classes
•Job Placement Assistance

CALL NOW! 888-722-1919

West Kentucky Technical College
Tuition Reimbursement Available • Train in Mayfield KY
.65 Or Older No Tuition Cost
Equa' Educanon and Emplovfnent OppOnunards • I.' f 1

HEAD SWIM COACH
Growing swim team seeks
USS Certified swim coach.
Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resumc
and references to:
P.O. Box 1040-Y,
Murray, KY 42071.

has immediate openings for qualified candidates
to fill the following positions:
Customer Service Representative:
Open new accounts and promote customer relations while providing
general customer assistance, banking center support, and cross-selling bank services. High School graduate or equivalent. Seeking a
self-starter; general banking and/br direct sales experience is
desired, along with strong interpersonal communication skills.
Full Time Tellers:
Provide prompt, efficient, and friendly service to customers with the
highest degree of accuracy. High school graduate or equivalent.
Excellent customer service and sales skills. Previous banking and/or
retail experience helpful.
Qualified candidates should submit application to:

Area Bank
Attn: Human Resouwes Coordinator
P.O. Box 470
Murray, KY 42071
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

COORDINATOR OF TELEMARKETING/ANNUAL FUND
Development and Alumni Affairs

Murray State University
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor's degree with at least one-year
professional experience' (may be university advancement,
assisting telemarketing in university or other setting).
Proficiency in MS Office Suite (Word, Excel); strong interpersonal communication (written and verbal), and organizational
skills. Preference to applicants with creative print design,
managerial experience and • working with volunteers.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Designing strategies to increase
annual gifts and donor participation through telemarketing,
direct mail and special events; initiating new and innovative
prospect segmentation and appeals; coordinating, managing
and supervising all telephone and direct mail solicitation for
the University, including alumni and special constituencies.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: September 15, 2000. TO
APPLY: Send letter of interest, resume, alonr with the

Located Bel-Air Center
Call Mike Falconite

270-5344006

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads

Foster Parents receive up to $1,085 per month reimburse-

Help Wanted
AR You Connected?
Internet Users Wanted(
$500- $7500/ month

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

EABank®

(800)468-6087

FOSTER PARENTS NEEDED IN KENTUCKY
Lost and Found

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

060
Kelp Wanted

NiE NFU
NI AIsJ
-I-Ft AlINJ E

but still
pretty nifty.
Love Ash/yn

Fri. 11 am
Fri it am
Mon 1 p m
Tues 3 p m
Wed 3 p m
Thurs I p m

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060
Help Wanted

Happy
Birthday
Granda
You may be

KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Area Technology
Center does not discriminate on the basis of
sex, race, disability, color, religion, marital
status, national origin, or age in the programs, activities, or employment practices.
Inquiries regarding compliance may be
directed to Pam Oakley or Todd Gossum,
Coordinators of Title IX, Title VI, Title VII,
Section 504 and ADA for the KY TechMurray/Calloway Area Technology Center
located at 1860 Sycamore, Murray, KY
42071, phone 270-753-1870.

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

010

010

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
Line Ads $7 04/ minimum 1st day 10e per word per da) for each additional consecute.e dis
$250 extra for Shopper •Tues Classifieds go into Shopping I;utele $2 'ii extra for blind ts,x

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

Ad Deadlines

7534916

IN .;ii.

Old Country Store
crackertiarrel cons

names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional references to: Jim Carter, Search Committee Chair, Office
of Development and Alumni Affairs, Murray State University,
106 Development and Alumni Affairs Centel,.Murray, KY
42071-3313. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
Equal education and eriiployment, M/FD, AA employer.

tio!

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060

1'0
IIMp Wanted

150
Compulars

PART-TIME Eftlefe ment r' COMPUTER IBM Pentium
Brass Lantern Restaurant IT Mid- Tower Case 8in Aurora Ky, Applications Bay
Harddrtve 3 466
now being taken for salad Creative Sound Blaster
persons 336 Voice Fax/ Modem
bus
person
servers and kitchen work- Windows 95 and 98
ers Call 474-2773 this upgrade
Printer
and
week
$1500 270-759-5592
THE National Scouting
COMPUTER
Museum, located on the
PROBLEMS"
Murray State University Don't be left out just
Campus Is looking for an because you have an
enthusiastic. self- motivat- Apple computer Call the
ed individual to serve as Mac Dot' Hard drives.
Clerk
Shop
Gift
connections,
Internet
Tuesday- modems.
Weekdays.
software
through upgrades. printing probnow
Friday,
November 30. hours are lems. whatever I can help'
8 30- 5 Applicant must be 753-5778
computer literate, have
KELLERS
good typing skills and an
COMPUTER PLACE.
personality
outgoing
New Hardware. Software.
Please come by and fill out
Upgrades & Free
an application with museEstimates MidWest
um secretary, Monday
Internet On 121S
through Friday, 8am to
436-5933.
PHONE
NO
5pm
9a m -7p m
INQUIRIES PLEASE
Mon-Sat
OWN A Computer"
Visa/ Mastercard
Put It To Work
$25- $75/ hr PT/ FT
www e2wealth com
Want to Buy
or (888)367-9799

Nurse Aide
F/T, 2p.m.- 1 Op.m
Prefer exp. but
will train.
"
Pleasant working
conditions.
Apply in person:
Fern Terrace Lodge

1505 Stadium
View Dr.
Murray, KY

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th, Murray
HOMES,
Apartments,
Commercial, Farms Quick
Closings.
Baker/
Investments. 1-800-5312246

Domestic & Childcare
150
CERTIFIED Daycare
Provider has openings
767-9762

Articles
For Safe

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

Several
GAS
Dryer
Aquariums 753-0089

HARDWICK Gas Stove,
CUSTOM CLEANING
36" wide $80. G.E. H.D
Tailored To Customer Large capacity washer
Needs $80 G.E H D Sensor
Cleaning
Commercial & Residential control dryer, $70. Eleven
Please windows in three sizes.
270-474-8340
Leave A Message
$15 each. 759-4284.
HOUSE Cleaning &
SPECIAL Edition Rainbow
Ironing 474-2131
vacuum cleaner w/ shamWill Clean houses and pooer. Extra attachments,
offices 489-2544 after in box, like new. 753-6437
5pm or please leave a STORAGE Buildings built
message
on sight. Any size, priced
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
437-4877 for details.
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer.
leave message

MedikiiDn
A leading national cable provider is looking
for cqreer-minded individuals to fill
several part-time Customer Service
Representative positions. Applicants
should be able to work a flexible schedule
including nights, weekends, and holidays.
Proven customer service experience preferred, but not required. Computer and
telephone skills a plus. Send resume to:
Mediacom
Attn: Customer Service Manager
90 Main Street
Denton, KY 42025

Articles
For flab

in

mate For Rent

WHIRLPOOL Fridge ice
maker, freezer on top
Frigidaire chest freezer.
Magnavox console record
player & radio combination
All in great condition Call
753-4805

REFRIGERATOR Asking
$125 492-8603
WASHER, dryer, refrigerator 753-4684
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park
An Exceptional
Community" Spaces available
at
$95 GO/mo
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up City fire
and police protection, city
transit service Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area with all
city utilities including cable
vision No rental homes in
park Owner- Occupied
only South 16th St at
Canterbury and Westview
753-3855
LOT for rent 492-8488
300
Business Rental

he Squall.
75:1-1713

Office Space
Suite
3PC
Bedroom
$100 Call 753-0076
CONTEMPORARY
Sleeper Sofa Good condition $80 759-8372

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
Apartments For Rent

1
&
2br
apts
in
Farmington
$295 up
1967 Dodge 1 ton sharp' Includes water, stove.
4010 John Deere tractor refrigerator, W/D, dishwith front end loader Call washer
No
pets
436-5331, leave message References & deposit
required 345-2748 or 7624483
EquiPment
1 OR 2br apts near downWANT To Trade Bigges town Murray starting at
Big Bertha Titanium Driver $200/mo 753-4109
9 degree loft For 3 wood 1-2, 3br apts furnished,
same type of club Either near MSU 753-1252 or
16 17 or 18 degree loft 753-0606
Call 759-1033 or
1BR apt available, all appli436-5505
ances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
Mobile Homes For Sale
1BR Like new, all appliances Diuguid Dr Also 1
14X70 2br. 1 bath 8x15 br studios near campus
porch, fireplace
Gas Coleman RE. 759-4118
C/H/A, $7000 492-8501
1BR ,
all
appliances
after 4 30p m
University $325/mo 1yr
14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile lease+ deposit
no pets
Home 3br • 2 bath. C/H/A, 1br,, furnished downtown
all electric, skirting includ- (upstairs) $255/mo 1yr
ed $14,000 753-6635
lease+ deposit, no pets
1983 3br, 2 bath
2br furnished downtown
Mobile Home $3600
(upstairs) $285/mo. 1yr
Call 753-9167 after 3p m
lease+ deposit no pets
2br., stove, refrigerator, w/d
1993 Fleetwood
hook-up, C/H/A, 15 miles
14x72 2br., 2 bath
north of town $285/mo 1yr
$10,200.
lease+ deposit, no pets
r 753-6319
753-4937 8-5 M-F
1994 16x80 with landfurnished
apt
scaped acre lot 753-0902 1BR .
$225/mo No pets Next to
please leave message
121 fairgrounds
2BR Furnished Trailer,
753-3139
Aurora. Built in appliances.
Duplex. Carport,
Country, $400./mo. plus 2BR
C/H/A, 1yr. lease. $350/
utilities, deposit. Call
month. 753-9636
270-354-9572
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large 2BR Near MSU $325,
lots, large metal building water furnished Coleman
12ft. high sliding doors, RE 759-4118
plus more 1 mile from
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939.
Homes For Rent

2BR, All utilities paid
Close to MSU Deposit &
lease. No pets. $390
759-4826.
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$275. Coleman RE.
759-4118.

2BR, 1 1/2 bath duplex
755 Wiswell Rd 753-5344
or 559-9970
2BR, Private Lot. 7 miles 4BR Townhouse Coleman
East of Murray. 436-2582. RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
Equal Housing
6012
Opportunity
1993 2 bedroom trailer
474-8872

AKC puppies
Maltese $300
Chihuahua $200
Welsh Corgi $250
382-382-2831
AKC Registered German
Shepherds
8wks.
2
DUPLEX
2Br
1909-B females Black
& cream
Westwood Dr Lease No
Wormed & shots $250
pets $360 plus deposit
Call 436-5847
753-8002
DOG Obedience
EXTRA nice 1br. 1 bath
Master Trainer
Quiet area, central gas
436-2858
H/A, appliances furnished
GOOD
natured. lovable
w/ washer & dryer 1 yr
Alaskan Malamutes 5 mo
lease No pets 753-2905
old females, 1 with blue
FORREST
View eyes. 1 with on
blue eye
Apartments 1213 N 16th
and one brown Wormed
St now accepting applicaand parvou shots No
tions for 2br townhouses,
papers, but full blood
basic rent $305/ month
Raised in fenced area $70
Office Hours, 10- 2. M-F
each. 492-6361
Call 753-1970
Equal
KENNEL Reduction Sale
Housing Opportunity
Cocker Spaniel breeders 2
NICE 2br Furnished or males & 7
females $850
unfurnished
Including for group
Chihuahua
W/D Located across from
breeders 2 males & 5
Wilson Hall at MSU $400/
females $1.000 for group
month 753-3406- Days
AKC puppies Samoyed,
436-2130- Nights
Great Pyrenees Akita,
RED OAKS APTS.
Pomerarain,
Maltese,
Special
Cocker Spaniel. Poodle,
$100 Deposit
Matti-Poo, Shots & wormed
1BR From $280
Call 270-382-2331
2BR From $325
MINIATURE Dachshund
Call Today!
puppies Registered 9
75346613.
weeks old 492-6311 aftet
VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath 5PM
with garage Appliances
furnished with washer &
dryer Central gas H/A 1yr
lease 1 month deposit No
CLEAN KY 31 Fescue
pets 753-2905
Seed 94% Germ, 85c, lb
WOW!
270-345-2545
No waiting listl
HORSE & stock
Southstde Manor Apts
trailers for sale
1 2,8,3br apts
Ready for Labor Day'
Section 8 housing
Located 10 miles east of
753-8221
Murray on HWY 94
EHO
270-753-4545

1BR Log Cabin Furnished
C/H/A, near Kenlake State
month
Park
$300
Includes water Call
474-8272
2. 3 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
2-3 bedrooms on secluded
2 acre wooded lot
$400 @ month
Olive Branch Realty
767-9900
2BR Brick, bath Fully
remodeled except bedroom C/H/A, 1 car garage
$300
month
$100
deposit
759-2360
2BR House w/carport &
deck Near hospital Stove.
refrigerator. d/w and w/d.
furnished $375/mo
753-1769
3BR, 2 bath C/H/A with
laundry
$575/
room
month Call 901-642-0784
NICE 3br house in country
$500 plus deposit Call
after 6p m 753-7845
SMALL 1br, newly decorated country home Close to
Lake Possible horse barn
available $295/ month
Security deposit required
270-474-2520
SMALL 2br brick house 1
mile from city limits Hwy
641 S $400 753-6156
SMALL 3br house C/H/A,
new deck All appliances
plus washer & dryer 89
Panorama
Dr
$395/
month Lease and deposit
759-5073

Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE

KFc.
We are a progressive multi-unit KFC
franchise with over thirty eight years of
proven success in the restaurant busines,,
We are seeking qualified supervisory an,i
management candidates. We have
immediate openings in the following
areas:
Mayfield & Murray

Apply at

0MANPOWER

We Offer:
'Competitive Salaries
.401K with 25% match
Cafeteria Plan
'
'Weekly Pay
•Dental Insurance
'Pad Relocations
'Vision Care
'Paid Vacations

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

has 100 immediate openings
in Molding
12 hour shifts
$7.25

'Prescription Drug Cara
.4 & 5 work week possible
if you quality
*Blue Cross Blue Shield
Insurance
'Drug Free Workplace
•Weekly & Monthly BonusE,
'Bock Ground Screenings
'Mystery Shopper Bonus

Phillip Marshall
P.O Box 40250
Tuscaloosa, AL
35404
www.jmfkfc.com

522 Main Street
753-3655
EOE

Calloway County Schools
Position Available
The Calloway County Board of Education
has a position available for Family Literacy
Program Instructor/Coordinator at the
Calloway County Preschool. This position
will be for 40 weeks, 20 hours per week.
Minimum qualifications include a Bachelor's
Degree preferably in social work or a related
human service field. In addition, experience
related to instruction with adults and families in collaboration with a school system will
also be required. Excellent fringe benefits
with an annual salary of $15,000.
Applications are available at the Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071 and must be
submitted by Friday, September 8, 2000. Any
further information may be obtained by calling 762-7300. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution.

Pats Suppties

AVAILABLE Sept 1st
Exceutive-type duplex
3br 2 lull baths
All appliances except W,D
907-A N 20th St
753-8242(home)
559-7378 (work)

Houses For Rent

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

400

400

280

400
Yard Sales

CARPORT
SALE
1668 Calloway
Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
Computer parts,
stereo, home theater, air cond.,
push mower,
Beanies, plus size
women's clothes
and more,

GARAGE
SALE
708 Elm St.
Sat., Sept. 2
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Appliances,
furniture and
many unique
items,

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
7:30 a.m. - Noon
190 Stonecrest Dr.
641 N. left on Coles
Campground. right
on Wells Purdom,
go to end, left.
watch for signs.
Sawzall, pots, pans

clothes, toys, crafts
hardware & more

YARD SALE
Sat. Sept. 2nd
6:00 - 1:00
94E to Faxon Rd.
4524 Faxon Rd.
Tin collection, carousel
collection, Home
Interior, Household
items, boy's, girl's,
men's, women's
clothes CDs, tapes

Miss
Your
Paper?
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Yard Sales

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE
Oxford Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 1 & 2
7 a.m. - ?
Washer-Dryer,
Toys. Household
Items.

Hwy. 729,
Hwy. 1836 or
Hammons Rd.
Farmington
Thur.-Mon.
12 - ?
House items, power
washer, go carts
489-6244

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

(HUGE)
Fri. & Sat.
805 Vine St.
7 a.m. - ?
Furniture, household items,
clothes. Junk and
more iunk, etc
NO EARLY SALES

1705 Johnson
Blvd.
(off Doran Rd.)
Sept. 1 & 2
7:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
China, 20' chain
link, bike, books,
reclining chair,
clothes and more

1525

YARD SALE

YARD SALE
(2 Party)
Saturday
2014 College Farm

Rd. across from
Expo Center

Baby bed. toys,
antiques, furniture.
clothes, decorative
items, dishes. table
& chairs, wicker doll
buggy, dolls, guitar

YARD SALE
(2 Family)
114 Wells
Purdom Dr.
Fri., Sept. 1
Sat., Sept. 2
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Clothes,
furniture, etc

MOVING
SALE

(3 Party)

5083 Hwy. 94 West
Fri., Sept. 1
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 2
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Girl's children clothes
of various sizes,

TIRED OF
SEARCHING
FOR BUYERS?
Place an ad with...

women's
clothes,
toys, weight and

MURRA1

incline bench, decor
pieces, craft items

LEIXiER & Tim
753-1916

MOVING
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

New Concord
121 S. to church,
turn left, follow
Missing Hill sign
to Pounds Lane
turn right to Pin
Oak. right to
Rocky Top, right
on Brown Cir.

Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
Hwy. 94 E
6 miles, left on
Purdom Rd., right
on Bybee Estates
signs.
Baby items, guns
and 4-wheeler

YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 1 & 2
8 a.m. - ?
Bethel
Fellowship
Hwy. 94E
Something for everyone. Some new items.
All size clothes, toys.
angels, decorator
items

94 E & Post Oak
Road
8 a.m. - ?
Sat. & Sun.
Single bed frame
table & chairs.
dresser, stereo.
misc. new items

YARD SALE

1638-B West
Olive Street
Saturday Only
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Couch, love seat,
twin beds, washer,
dryer, Home Interior
dishes, portable
closets, misc

YARD SALE
(2 Party)
1543 Canterbury
Drive
Saturday Only
8 a.m.-Noon
Lots of baby items,
children's clothes
(birth-6X) arid
misc. items

GARAGE SALE
(Multi-Family)
2212 Woodgate Dr.
(off Robertson Rd.)
Saturday
6 a.m. - ?
Twin boy's clothing
0-4T, changing table,

bassinet, crib/adult
bedding, double
stroller, baby items.
car seats, Christmas
tree washer/dryer

YARD SALE

94 East 11 miles
Saturday
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Motorcycle, dishwasher, wagon.
garden tiller, trailer, clothes, crafts,
housewares, knick
knacks, something
for everyone.
Priced to sell.

(HUGE 4 PARTY)
94 East - 1st house on Clayton
Drive behind Yamaha Shop
All Day Sat., Sept. 2nd and
Sun., Sept. 3rd
Name brand clothes - men, women &
children, golf clubs, tools, bicycles,
books, toys. lots of blue leans

GARAGE
SALE
641 North/Flint
Rd.
Saturday
7 a.m. until ?
Guns, dog carrier,
boy's clothing 18
months to sz. 3.
cookbooks.
knick knacks,
glassware. etc

BIG 2-FAMILY YARD SALE
Saddle Creek Subd. off Gibbs Store
Road just past Southwest Villa Subd.
Saturday. Sept. 2
7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Numerous items including Sears 12 ti.p.
riding mower, NordicTrac Walk-Fit,
daybed with mattress, curtains. bedspreads. household items. accessories,
Tupperware, clothing, nurse uniforms, etc.
Come bright and early for some
great bargains'

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Call
753-1916

YARD SALE SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad

$7.50
$12.50
$15.00
$14.00

$19.00
$23.00

25 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
2x2 ad 70 word max.
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ada must be paid in advance

DEADLINES AU a DAYS IN ADVANCE.
3
Monday Edition
Fnday 11 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Fnday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Fnday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Clasaifled Department

Don't forget Grandparent's Day
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

SEPT. 7(3P.M.)

DEADLINE:
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490
. Used Cars
1997, 3br, 2 bath Ranch
with large deck & 2 car
garage with open floor
plan Paced to sell at
$109.000 For an appointment call
270059-9874 or
309-837-1334

YARD
SALE
503 Broad St
Sat., Sept. 2
7:00 a.m.
Nice clothes.
_ infant items and
apparel, furniture

2BR. 1 bath Duplex Good
rental history Great neighborhood 1304 Peggy Ann
$68.500 753-6870
PRICE REDUCED'
'Immediate Possession
Outstanding 2 story home
4br. 21.2 bath 1520
CanterburY. 436-5922

CARPORT
SALE

READY to move into Light
and airy 3 bedroom home
corner lot 12 minutes from
Murray
Harris Real Estate &
Auction Mayfield Ky
Call Gale Cooper
247-7738
Pager 1-270-391-0121
TWO Story Brick 3br, 3
bath
2 acres
West
Country. Call 435-4214

128 Long Dr.
2nd on 121 past
Panarama
Shores
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Little of
everything

& ATVs
BACK YARD SALE
(3 Party)
316 S. 9th
--Sept. 2.4
Sept. 4
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Household items.
bug lite, bird cage.
Carpet, boating &
fishing items, holiday
decorations.
Caprice, lots more.
Move to Sept. 9 if rain

1991 LINCOLN
Continental 753-3619
759-0460 Speak to Rick
1991 SAAB 9,000 CD
Turbo White. CD, $3950
759-4100
1992 Beretta Auto, AC,
cassette Runs & looks
good $2900
270-382-2989
1992 CHRYSLER Fifth
Avenue 4dr, loaded, 1
owner 753-7394
1992 GEO Metro LSI
Convertible New tires &
64.xxx
battery
miles
Excellent
condition
$3,150 753-6855
2000 FORD Taurus SE
New body style. Loaded,
V-6, 27,xxx miles Hunter
Green $14,900
270-247-5265
'85 Mercury Grand
Marquis LS
Excellent condition
$1,250 00 OBO
270-435-4032
'87 Chrysler LaBaron,
white, 2dr burgundy interior. 91,xxx miles. $1,000
OBO. 753-0878.

1994 YAMAHA Timberwolf
4-wheeler Good -condition
Adult ridden $2,050 753- 6855

NEED
SOME EXTRA
SPACE?
Place an ad with...
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

Lots For Sale
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967
BEAUTIFUL Lot in Saddle
Creek subdivision South/
West area All underground
utilities
Restricted
Excellent neighborhood
Bargain at $16,500
753-2556
LOTS for sale Starting at
511,000 Price includes
water. septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale.
270-435-4487
1-888-673-0040
450
Farms For Sale
OUTDOORSMAN'S
DREAM
195 acres fields, woods.
timber, hunting. privacy.
3 mile road frontage Osborne Rd to Blood
River Bottom
753-8866
460
Homes For Sale
3BR. 1 bath on 1.67 acres
800ft highway frontage
549,000 Call 753-0649
3BR, 1 bath. brick Carport
paved drive log cabin or
lot also 759-4659 910
Bee Creek Dr
38R. 2 bath 1300sq ft
Detached garage and out
building $52.000
489-2370
313R home 804 N 17th
New carpet & interior paint
Financing available w/
down payment Month,
payments of 5361. P & I for
30yrs at 7.25°, if yoi.
qualify Priced 552.900
270-825-4622
270-825-0778
ALMO Heights. 2br, 1 bat•
W/D hookup, carport. '
acre lot Priced to sell
Great yard & garden spot
753-6269. 8-5
GREAT 1st home for
young couple 3ty 2 bath
brick Priced in the 570's
Call 753-3903
NEW 3br. 21 2 bath house
In
on Fleetwood Dr
Campbell Est Must see to
appreciate Will consider
'easonable otter Call
753-3903
0 Longer Pending 3BR.
2 bath, brick On 11 2
acres 5 miles from KY
Lake at Elm Grove New
roof, completely remodeled 270-395-4448
OWNER relocated Must
sell very private 3br . 2
bath on 1 4 acres in
Aurora Vaulted ceilings
throughout, 2 person
Jacuzzi tub, central H/A all
appkances 1 mile from the
lake Must see $54,000.
759-8092

ESTATE Sale: 1994 Buick
Century, 40,xxx miles Like
new,
1989
$6,000
Eldorado, 120,xxx miles.
1997 YZ125 2 gas tanks Excellent condition $3500.
New plastic gold DID Will guarantee 753-3704.
chain Extremely nice Call 1601 Loch Lomond.
Andy or Dave 901-364- TO Settle Estate. 1993
9813
Ford Taurus. Local one
4-WHEELER 50cc- 100cc owner Less than 23,000
Brand new, automatic miles. Excellent condition.
trans, priced as low as Asking $5000. Call
$1595 Call Andy or Dave 753-5085 after 5p.m.
901-364-9813
WANTED: 1965 GTO.
270-759-0120.
95 Honda Shadow
1100 CC Excellent condition Lots of extras $5900
759-1958

CLOSE Out Deals on new
99 Husqvarna motorcycles Priced below dealer
cost We have motor cross
& Enduro models in stock
from 125cc- 610cc- 4
stroke Call Andy or Dave
901-364-9813
"99" 400 EX Honda
condition
Excellent
$4.600 00 270-492-8156
113
Sport Utility Vehicles

1977 FORD pick up Good
farm truck $500
270-354-9321
1984 FORD F350 1 ton
Dual wheels w/10' box
$1000 Days- 753-8887

[ctimentftred

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Workmanship
Quality
Rates
Affordable
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

3,400 sq ft. of living space • C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres•2-car garage •
master bedroom suite • large great room •
fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths • oak cabinets. $167,500.

527-5460 or 354-8966
Global Mortgage Link
sii(Av vs:
•Average credit (not perfect)

•Steady income history

6

Starting at $550.00

759-9444

'Ii iWO
• Flexible, forgiving program
• Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

t..rm Puckett • Pat Butler • Ja(.quelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

FOR SALE BY OWNER
121 KY ABRAM
BENTON, KY 42025

$99,900.00

Call (270) 527-9166 or
(270) 527-2211 For Appointment

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming removal. stump
grinding firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
HANDYWORKJ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Give us a call Yes we paint
houses Phone
436-5759 or 753-2388
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262
ROOF LEAKING°
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

[cLoN•md

Fres Cohan,

Cecil McLeod's
Lawnmower Repair
753-9814
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

FREE Puppy To good
home Female Call
270-474-8340
FREE To Country Home
1yr old Blue Healer, Chow
Beautiful, Sweet Spayed,
Shots 435-4605

750,000 ON THE YARD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU

VOWELL
& SONS
lVeekend Appointment. A% ailable

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchDECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
ing. aeration. overseeding
Siding. Quality Work Free
fertilization,
&
bed
Estimates. Over 25 Years.
mulching Free Estimates
Experience.
Gerald
759-9609
Walters. 753-2592

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS.

TREE
SERVICES

Lamb Brothers
' Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Seri a-e

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Seruice

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Latish
Remoual

At_

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds.

Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Da% id Borders

AREAS LEADING
CARPET BUSINESS
'• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood

0

• Laminate Flooring

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray •753-6660

David's Home Improvement Need Furniture? Bedding?

Interior & Decorative Painting

More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Instruction
• Stenciling • Faux Finishes • Free Estimates

759-1552

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
-4.2L1IAll2ielg lel("44t0i41 Workmanskqe
*DECK RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
*MULTI-SPEC COATINGS

753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED OWNER: JIM OSBURN

EXCAVATING • BULLDOZER
• DIRT PLAN
'WILL DIG CATFISH PONDS

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Pius...all other home improvements

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 •Sat. 9-4

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

SERVICES OFFERED
A
rra773737-7tre"

A

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)

1867 Conner Road • Clinton, KY 42031

Phone (270)653-3300
Tina Conner

Protect your asphalt from gas, oil.
sun. oxidation, water penetration.
and ma n) other harmful factors ,- that rob !,our asphalt of ascii'

Cross Country Or Local

With Age Anti That 1.1 tilt)

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator

*Luke Lamb•

Afiari?a4i Sizudard

ASPHALT
1,
v.
MAINTENANCE AI! 4 IS A MUST! Aqr __ -. __-(if IRANTLE ON M.4 MAI------

Lt WORKMANSHIP
VIE( 1 % SAVE YOI 1tii\I I

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

•
"AO

41...

A Owl/ Does Nor Improve

Licensed & Insured

e

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS
Call U5270-7594953
The

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
Certtlierl TVA Heat Pump Contractor

270-759-2288

...!. 7

Asphalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR

With 21 Yeari LApersence In
The Aphid( Indristn

Ronnie Geurin
Owner

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home
Improvement Guide Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205

ST. CONSTRUCTION,LLC
Seth Conner

Wiggins Furniture

-Moving

Rainbow Rooms

*CUSTOM HOMES
•SPRAY PAINTING
•PRESSURE CLEANING
• wATERPROOFING

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers

PAINTERS
JP.

Phone (2701 759-4734

HOME
FURNISHINGS

A
Serving The Area
For 27 Years

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

CONStRUCTION
Approx. 2,200 sq. ft. living space, 3
bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths, laundry room,
great room/gas fireplace, master
suite/downstairs,.2 bedrooms/full bath
upstairs. 2 car garage, near golf
course/country club, in the city limits
of Benton, near Purchase Parkway,
beautiful neighborhood.

ickicacand

560

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071
II
1-4

CONCRETE Finishing
*Driveways
.Patios
*Sidewalks
•Free estimates
435-4619

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS

1980 27ft Coachman 5th
wheel camper 759-3349
after 6p.m

By Owner

AU..
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building
additions.
remodeling
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, 1V Towers rotors
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
Creative Endeavors
CARPORTS for cars and
Construction
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs Framing, concrete siding
and etc Excellent protec- installation, remodeling
270-759-3877
tion, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188
Month Warranty
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
Lowest Prices
270-435-4645

Campers

NEW HOME

\\* SHOW YOU
• 1110' loan, no money

1999
FOUR
Winds AFFORDABLE Hauling
Hurricane motor home tree work, cleaning ou
Class A 3011, 7500 miles sheds, gutters. etc
All amenities. Excellent
436-2867
condition 436-2334
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
&MOM
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
32FT Gibson house boat
Remodeling. Repairs.
US Coast Guard docuCustom Cabinets*
mented $12,900 obo
Concrete Work AGC
753-9826
Certified
435-4272
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
A-1 Tree Service
Sealing
Stump Removal
*Driveways
492-8737
•Parking lots
437-3044
*Striping
Free Estimates

510

1977 MGB Fully Restored.
$5800 270-351-9321.
1990 NISSAN Maxima
Good Condition Asking
S4800. Call 753-1916. 8-5.
ask for Debra 489-2544.
after 5p m

illgtietees Mated

Compare

1994 FORD Ranger XL,
5spd manual transmission
Bedliner, 70,000+ miles.
Excellent condition, good
gas mileage $5500
Days, 753-8887
Nights, 759-9974

1994 GMC Sonoma Utility
1992 JEEP Wrangler. bed, NC, AM/FM, cruise.
Factory Special Renegade tilt. $2800. 436-2731 or
Auto, hard top, air, red 436-2457.
$9.000 270-436-2778
1997 COBRA Factory
1994 FORD Bronco 4x4 wheels. 17". $200. 1986
Eddie BoWer, high miles. Chevy Silverado. Red and
Looks and runs great Silver with black interior.
$8500 759-1781
PS. PW, PL. AC. Cruise,
1997 CHEVY Blazer All tilt, tinted windows, new
wheel drive, white, tan tires. 350. V-8. $5500. 753leather interior. CD, power 9107 or 489-2479 after
WD & lock. 68.xxx miles. 5p.m.
$12,900. 435-4041
1997 DODGE Ram Ext.
'Cab. 2wd, SLT. 37,xxx
miles. Many options. Nice
Used Cars
truck. $14,900. 753-9903.

ictkosoftsd f

510

1001 Whitnell
Avenue
Murray, KY 42071

Fax 12701 753-1927

2x4 - $410

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
CD =xi

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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DEAR ABBY

)OKING BACK

V

Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
DEAR ABBY: Last fall, my live- you, sell or rent the house and
Ten yistri
1,818; enrolled in kindergarten to
to mention the title.
in boyfriend was abuilivtto me. My give the proceeds to them.
grade six at Murray University
Published
is
a
picture
of
Keneasvery
DEAR DR. GOTT: I bruise
parents chipped right in and helped
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have calcium
**
tucky State Trooper Chuck Robert- School are 216.
me move back to my hometown.
deposits in my spine. Would calcium ily, even after minor trauma — or, in
Pvt. Robert Keith Martin is now
son
demonstrating how to break
all.
at
trauma
no
instances,
DEAR
ABBY:
I
quit my job last
They were wonderful and supporttablets relieve my arthritis pain or some
be
take
serving
with U.S. Army in ITtablet
I
away
aspirin
from
year
to
stay
at
home
an
daily
attacker's
with
hold
the
my
on
Could
chilwe
even
though
I'd
let
them
down
simply make matters worse? I am a
of
a
role?
dren.
All
sudden,
Carol
Clark,
lecheim,
Germany.
a
friends
Murray
playing
and
State
Univerin
the past. They even bought a
70-year-old grandmother.
Births reported include a girl to
DEAR READER: Normal blood
house so my children and I would neighbors began calling me to run
sity student from Mayfield, at a
DEAR READER: Calcium suppleerrands, watch their children, sew
have somewhere to live.
ments will neither affect your pain of clotting depends on a complex series
self-defense class, sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. James R. Miller, Aug.
integral
This boyfriend went to classes, costumes for the school plays, etc. Jackson Purchase National Organi- 26; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
arthritis nor make matters worse The of chemical reactions. As an
did a lot of praying and I believe Nobody seemed to understand that
pain is caused by stimulation of nerves part of this process, tiny blood cells
zation for Women at Murray State Hal Banks, Aug. 27.
role by stickhe's actually changed. I really do! being a mother is a full-time job.
in and around joints (including the (platelets) play a crucial
University. The photo was by Staff
Forty years ago
superstructure
Finally,
I
found
a
a
way
form
to
to
stop
together
all
Abby, he's the father of one of my
spine), resulting from inflammation ing
Calloway County High School
chemicals. children. We've started seeing each the requests for favors: I Made up Photographer Kris Fail.
clotting
the
supports
that
(such as seen in gout and rheumatoid
adhesiveBirths reported include a girl to will open for the first time on Sept.
other and it really feels right. We fliers advertising myself as a
arthritis) or from the age-related When platelets lose their blood clot
"domestic consultant." I offered to Stacey and Melissa Brown, Aug. 6, along with the six elementary
want to get married.
wearing-down of jqint surfaces (seen ness and fail to aggregate, a
My mother refuses to accept that baby-sit, pick up dry cleaning and
241 a girl to Dawn and Charles centers. Principals are William B.
in osteoarthritis). In general, therapy cannot readily form.
Aspirin and similar compounds) he could have changed, and makes groceries, sew and do other odd jobs Rushing, a girl to Becky and Ron- Miller, CCHS, Charlie Lassiter,
for arthritis pain consists of antiTherefore,
for
a
negotiable
fee.
it clear she doesn't approve. She
inflammatory drugs (of which there disrupt platelet stickiness.
The calls are much less frequent ald Cook and a girl to Teresa .and Almo, Franklin Jones, Faxon, Frasare many, ranging from ibuprofen to these inexpensive drugs are often used 'says if I get back together with him,
ier Wheatley, Hazel, M.B. Rogers,
as
now.
When someone does call, he or James Gilson, Aug. 26,
such
diseases,
common
they
will
prevent
have
wasted all that time
Vioxx) and physical therapy to main- to
Twenty years ago
Kirksey. Raymond Story, Lynn
stroke and heart attacks, that are and money they invested in bailing she is prepared to pay me fairly for
tain joint fluidity and range of motion.
clotting. me out. She says it's my low self- child care and errand running.
blood
inappropriate
Nelson
Grove,
and Otis Lovins, New ConShroat
has
to
been
related
named
As each of us ages, calcium in the
As little as one baby aspirin a day (one- esteem that makes me want to see When I get requests for things that —Realtor of the Year by Murray-Cal-- cord.
body shifts location, leaving bone and
would interfere with plans I've loway County 'Board of Realtors.
Recent births reporjed at Murray
appearing in the linings of arteries and fourth the strength of a standard adult
made with my children (or don't He
I
don't
know
how
to
resolve
this.
is
Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and
pictured
with
in tendons. This unavoidable phenom- tablet) will significantly reduce the
Bill
Kopperud,
I'm in my late 30s yet I still want want to do!), I simply tell the caller, the 1979
dhon is unrelated either to total body speed with which blood coagulates.
Bonds, a boy to Mr.
Hance!
Mrs.
Realtor
of
Year.
the
"I
am
overbooked.
calcium or to calcium intake. Rather, it
I suspect that aspirin is the cause of my parents' approval. Please help.
Euple Ward. executive director and Mrs. Joe T. McKendree and a
ALREADY WORKING
DAUGHTER
OF
AN
is due to poorly understood age-related your bleeding tendency, a common
(THANK YOU VERY MUCH) of Murray-Calloway County Nced girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tucker.
IRON-WILLED IOWA MOM
changes in tissue metabolism.
reaction in people who are so treated.
Line, will speak at a meeting of
Fifty years ago
Because a deficiency in bone-calci- Spontaneous or easy bruising is not
DEAR ALREADY WORKING Murray-Calloway County MinisteDEAR DAUGHTER: Your
Fairly high winds and rain
um (osteoporosis), is common in older harmful but can be annoying at times
RIV31): You're a clever woman rial Assoc.iation Sept. 3.
mother
knows
you
better
than
I
pounded
Calloway County nearly
people, physicians-have experimented because of discomfort and the obvious
do. She loves you and doesn't and you may have devised a
Births reported include a boy to all day yesterday. Little damage
with various methods to prevent this cosmetic effects.
want to see you hurt again, and method from which other stay- Mr. and Mrs. Stassen Arnold, July
loss. Exercise, a balanced diet, horwas reported in the city, although
If your doctor has told you to take I can't fault her for that.
at-home parents can benefit.
28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rickie some roof leaks were reported. Calmone pills (for women), and other aspirin because you are at high risk
Daughter,
I'm
extremely
***
prescription medication have been for stroke or heart attack, you will
Hughes, Aug. 22: a boy to Mr. and loway County Assistant Extension
shown to retard the loss of bole calci- simply have to put up with the bruis- skeptical about your chances of
DEAR ABBY: A good friend of Mrs. David Enoch, Aug. 25.
Agent Clarence Mitchell said damsuccess
in
this
relationship.
If
um. In addition, calcium supplements ing. On the other hand — because
Thirty years ago
you decide to pursue it, I wish mine was married recently, without
age
.was reported to corn and to(with vitamin D)slow the onset of aspirin therapy is not recommended
a traditional reception. I have now •
Enrolled
for
the
year,
you
the
best
of
luck
because
Pm
1970-71
in
bacco
crops in the county.
osteoporosis, without harming metab- for most adults — if you are taking it
been invited to a postnuptial recepState Representative Barkley
olism. Therefore,you should consider on your own,I suggest you discontin- convinced you're going to need Oen for the couple. Does a postnup- the city and county schools are
4,678 students. &felled in grades 7 Jones spoke about "Let's Take In.taking 1,000 to 1,500 milligrams of ue it, and see if your susceptibility to it.
A small percentage of tial reception carry an obligation to to 12 at Murray High are 946 and
extra calcium (with about 500 interna- bruising disappears in a week or so.
send
a
gift?
ventory" at a meeting of Murray
abusers — those who are truly
tional units of vitamin D)for this reaBOB IN OHIO in grades 1 to 6 at the three elemenRotary Club.
I should add that unexplained bruis- determined and self-motivated
tary centers are 936; enrolled in
son,if your doctor agrees.
ing may also reflect a serious clotting
Annette Morehead and Edwin
— can change if they receive
DEAR BOB: Yes, it does. If grades 9 to 12 at Calloway County
Also as a consequence of aging, calci- disorder not related to aspirin; such long-term counseling. Only time
G. Schmidt were married Aug. 26
um deposits may form around the diseases include leukemia and throm- (at least another year of coun- you attend the reception, a High are 768, and in grades 1 to 8
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
spinal bones, causing "lipping"(seen as bocytopenia (a primary disease of seling) will tell if this leopard token of your good wishes is in at the six elementary centers are
Mrs. Estell Morehead, Mayfield.
order.
a shelf-like protrusion on X-rays) that platelets), both of which must be has been able to change his
can rub against nerves to cause pain. aggressively addressed. Therefore, spots.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
This is-related to the shift in calcium while I suspect that your problem is
Under no circumstances
that I alluded to above. Such deposits aspirin-related, you may wish to check should you reconcile with him
By The Associated Press
are not related to calcium supplements. with your physician to make sure no
unless you maintain financial
Today
is Friday, Sept. I. the
Because the therapy for the pain of serious ailment is to blame.
independence. That way, if he
245th day of 2000. There are 121
arthritis and the treatment of osteoCopyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
should backslide, you won't
porosis have undergone such revoluhave to depend on anyone to You are South,both sides vul- ing to bid two notrump because of days left in the year.
the club stopper, but North is likely
Today's Highlight in History:
tionary changes in the past few years,
bail you out. Should you decide nerable. The bidding has been:
you should check with your physician
to marry this "prize" I urge you North East South West to take such a bid more seriously
On Sept. I. 1939, World War ll
PETER
to learn what options are available to
Pass
14
Pass than if you simply returned to his began as Nazi Germany invaded'
to have a rock-solid prenuptial 1•
GOTT, M.D.
you. To give you related information, I
?
first suit. If North passes three Poland.
Pass
agreement so that you will be 2 V
am sending you a copy of my Health
taken care of.
What would you bid now with diamonds, it is probably the best
On this date:
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
So your parents feel they each ofthe following four hands? contract.
In 1807, former Vice President who would like a copy should send ;2
3.Four diamonds.This hand is
have not "wasted" the money 1.•AQ83 V K75•10624'QJ3
Aaron
Burr was found innocent of
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
clearly better than the previous
they invested in trying to help 2.4 J9652 V 84•Q73 4b K94
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
treason.
3.4 K9843 V 10•QJ854A106 one, and you show the additional
values by a jump-raise to four dia- •
4.4 AJ964 V KQ72•94 A32
In 1983. 269 people were killed
***
monds. It is true that in so doing when a Korean Air Lines Boeing
1. Three notrump. Partner you are bypassing three notrump, 747 was shot down by a Soviet jet
obviously has a good hand, since but there is no assurance that that fighter after the airliner entered SoEtILCONICIIE
he bid his suits in reverse order contract would prove safer than five viet airspace.
and was willing to risk a prefer- diamonds, while there is a strong
In 1989, Baseball Commissioner
I WANT TO APOLO6iZE
THANKS ekir WHY JUST
ence to three diamonds if you had possibility that partner might want -A. Bartlett Giamatti died of a heart
FOR YELLING AT YOU
YESTERDAY? WHAT' ABOUT '
North
might
a poor hand containing better to investigate a slam.
j ALL YOUR YEU-1H6 ON or
YESTERMAY...
attack at his summer home in MarI'M saw
diamondsthan hearts.Inthe given have the A-K of diamonds and two
MONDAY, TLESDAY
tha's Vineyard, Mass., at age 51.
; AND 19,IEPNE5CKY?
values
sequence, North is required to side aces, as well as other
Ten years ago: President Bush
r
have more diamonds than hearts sufficient to justify a reverse, in
announced
that he and Soviet Presiwhich case a slam is very likely to
as well as at least 17 points.
However, though there is the be made.This possibility should not dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev would
meet in Helsinki, Finland. for a
possibility of a slam, you really be ignored.
4. Three clubs. A small slam in "free-flowing" one-day summit on
can't do more than jump to three
notrump to try to show your extra hearts is already certain; the ques- the Persian Gulf crisis and other is-g
r
.
values.
It would be wrong to bid tion is whether'there is a grand sues.
are only two notrump,since you could slam.Three clubs is a waiting bid as
9.1
Five years ago: A ribbon-cutting
do that with a considerably well as a cuebid, its chief purpose ceremony was held for the Rock
being to force North to reveal more and Roll Hall' of Fame in Cleveweaker hand.
CATHY
2. Three diamonds. With about his hand.Ifthe auction devel- land.
barely enough values to scrape ops favorably, you might wind up
One year ago: Twenty-two of
I CAN'T HEAR THE WORD
I CANT SEE A GOLF BAG
ZUST WHEN I THINK I'M
SHE CAN'T
SPORTS:
up an initial response, you must bidding a grand 'slam in hearts; if
baseball's
68 permanent umpires
"F0OTt3ALL" WITHOUT REMEM- WITHOUT THINKING OF THE
FINALLY GETTING ON WITH
GET ME
THE USthan
a
for
less
won't
settle
try to slow partner down by bid- not, you
BERING THE THOUSAND
COUNTLESS ROMANTIC EVE- MY LIFE, HOCKEY SEASON
themselves
jithIcss. the fallfound
OUT Of
DRY- -4EAR
ding three diamonds. It is tempt- small slam.
NINGS THAT WERE TRASHED 15 BACK... AND WITH IT,
HOURS I SAT NEXT 70 `K/U
HER MIND!
out from their union's failed atEMOTIONAL
Tomorrow: A different view.
WAITING FOR THE STUPID BY 40U, A BUCKET CR BALLS, THE MEMORY OF THE NINE
tempt to force an early start to neCLOCK TO RUN OUT, IRVING. AND THE [AWING RAN&E. POUNDS I GAINED ON GROSS
gotiations for a new labor contract.
STADIUM Ha CHOCOLATE,
Ten
American tourists and two
TRYING TO THAW OUT MY
Tanzanians were killed when their
MOUTH ENOUGH TO BEG
small plane crashed as they were
40U TO TAKE ME HO/VIE!!
CROSSWORDS
leaving Serengeti National Park.
39 Firm,
ACROSS
tenacious
Answer to Previous Puzzle
hold
Sprint
41 Abominable
5— -jongg
t EnidadualYr
A R A YID R YEW H 0 S
Snowman
8 Smear
43 See 30
12 Strong, low
NEEII IOTA
G AZE
Down
PC9Ft 131E-r-rIEFI cor WC9Ft.Sa
cart
•
PLENTY
AMANDA
45
Final part of
13 Large bird
ALTY
OLEOS
S
. washing
(
14 Actual being
Bo- I .STILLTHINK
IT WOULD NEVER
WADS
48
All
—
•EL
AL
Day
15
—
—
are
THE MOST DIFFICULT
HAVE HAPPENED :
50 Former New
created
TUE
NIXON
TWA
Trri-e_ To EARN IS
IF JOHN FIND
t
York City
equal
L Y
TIO
B
B
-T-He KIDS
mayor
17 Aspects
Local Delivery
UTE
S AW SEVEN
51 Waste
HADN'T PITCHED
19 Not old
allowance
DEER
20 Put on guard
I TOR
IN.
RATES
52 —
21 Former
NASAL
ID,EN IM
Parseghian
Russian ruler
$18.75
3 mo.
BET I D • E
0 M.E.L ET
54 Leander's
in Boots"
23
i - •
NEE
I
.
I.R.DIE.M.UII
love
"Norma
—"
24
$37.50
6 mo.
55 Canoe
26 Transferable
TUG NESS
S TYE
paddles
item
9-1 © 2000 United Feature Syndicate
$75.00
1 yr.
56 Compafative
28 Deposit
ending
31 Pierre is its
11 Overmatch
songs
57 Follows dos
cap.
16 Mild oath
5 Guys
32 Food fish
Mail Subscription
18 Drag
6 Before noon
DOWN
33 Roman six
Summarize
7 Marchers
22
34 St. Anthony's
RATES
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Bidding Quiz
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Murray Ledger
& Times

WHEN I'M P0)4E WITH THE
PAPER,I'LL FIX YOUR DINNER

AS SOON AS I SAID THAT,I
KNEW IT WAS A MISTAKE

if**

1

2

3

4

8
Mill
13

12

YOU'RE PONE
WITH THE PAPER.
NOW,FIX MY
PINNER!

word
8 Transactions
9 Estimate
10 Customer

1 WWII event
2 Mr Guthrie
3 Greet
4 Religious

CMS

36 All—on
deck
38 Obstruct

9

14 '

10

11
•-

•

SUN
18

15

17

18
.

,

19
ill

il

iii
dr

a

ers9(AVM 94

4',

ill

dial
34

IPEANIJIrS

iii
39 40

III
ill

ii44

"You think more of that
Joe 5portscar spent ten
car than you do of me,"
thousand dollars on a new complained his wife.
twelve cylinder Eloquent

"All you ever do these
days," she said,"is
wax Eloquent!"

iill

r

49
_

51

52

55

56

53

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

1

_

$57.00
$69.50
$98.00
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address

attractive

ma
31

23 Threshed
unmilled rice
24 Alphabet
sequence
25 Oklahoma
city
27 Word with
amore or brio
29 A Gabor
30 With 43
Across. star
of "Home
Improvement"
35 Less

36 Clue
37 Antitoxin
38 "— at Eight"
40 Leases
42 Run a — ship
43 Graded — —
size and color
44 Dr. Zhivago's
love
46 Withered
47 God of love
49 Capuchin
monkey
50 Arm91!?
conflict
53 Concerning

City
_Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Or call
(276)753-1916
L
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OPEN
Labor Day
Regular
Store Hours

Special Buy
Sin

Home Improvement Warehouse

Improving Home Improvement

IA

Mulch kit, adjustable seat,

hour meter and system
monitor package included

35,000 Btu
Gas Grill with
13,500 Btu
Side Burner

MONTHS
No Payments
No Finance(harps*
If Paid Within 6 Months

OTROV-BOLT

on single receipt
purchases over $299 from
September 1 - September 4.

HArt
18 HP Twin I/C, 42" Cut &
Pedal Drive Lawn Tractor

•587 sq. in. total cooking

area •Dual aluminized
burner • Porcelain cooking
grid • Chrome space saver
warming rack #100079

$99

\4CWERN1RIO
Special Ivy

8 Light, Low Voltage
Landscape Lighting Set

•Twin cylinder engine • Infinite speec
pedal drive transmission with cruise control
• Gear and segment steering provides a tight
18" turning radius • Step-thru frame design
•Castor camber steering design • Fully
enclosed engine compartment #100373

'
I588

$7996

• Cast aluminum Verdigris finish
•Includes 2 floodlights with 12 volt,
10 watt halogen bulbs and 6 path lights
with 12 volt, 12 watt bulbs #11857

20,200 Lb.
Load
Capacity
Type III
Ladder

Includes 2
botteries,chorger,
double-ended bit
tip and case

tr64423

$1988

Assembly On
All Riding Lawn Tractors

a. #93839,55509

FREE

Delivery On
All Ruling Lawn Tractors

FREE

Delivery On All Appliance
Purchases $399 & Up
(Maximum of $35 Rebate)
Offer Excludes GE Items

10 Days Only September 1-10

4 Days Only September 1 -4

4E4

Speci'al Buy

104

PORTEEI UWE

4'4" x 4%"
White
Each
Ceramic Tile *01224

19.2 Volt,
" VSR Cordless
Drill/Driver Kit
•0500/0 1.500 rpm

• Keyless chuck • 20
position clutch #48749

$2997
900 MHz Analog
Cordless Phone

Dryer as a

IINWALT
14 Volt, s" Heavy-Duty VSR
Cordless Drill/Driver Kit

7 Cycle, Super
Capacity Washer
(RAS7233JQ)#125293

Special Buy

Front Load Washer and
Dr er #W0596;39130

If you happen to
find it at a lower
While
Supplles
price,
we'll match it,
Lost
PLUS take off an
ro 2 For
additional 10%!
$150

$199

269

off our regular price

OmAYIAG when purchasing the
8
flEPrunE Neptune Washer
pair

• 30 channels • Maximum
extended range • Digital security
codes • 10 number speed dial
memory •Page feature/handset
locator (VT9108) #115951

Includes 2
batteries,
charger.
screwdriver bit
and case

.11

Premium
Exterior Satin
Acrylic Latex Paint

25 Pack
Snap-In
Guards
Gutter

speciality,
$219

•,3

• Water repellent • Mildew resistant • Contains
linseed oil to strengthen wood fibers #20266,31163

Save 164' per

4 Days Only September 1-4

4 Days Only September 1-4

Fence Board
•*2 pine #98901

Brown piece when you
buy the 25 Pack
or
White

for 4 days only! September 1 - September 4

FREE

Wood
WaterguardWaterproofing Sealant

Treated Dog-Ear

#98156

FOR
FREE

994Each

Aluminum
Extension 1" x 6" x 6 Pressure

LABOR DA
Assembly On
All Gas Grills

Special Buy

5 Cycle,

LOWE'S

Take it home
today or we'll
deliver it

Appliance

$229

784

12" x 12"
Extra-Large Capacity Dryer Dakota Beige
(REX5634J0) #125503

Ceramic Tile #29921

tomorrow!

Available
in12 colors

140z.

-04300 I 15C r,• 325 o5.c,hop.
• 1 II po4404 od,s,ob,
0 th.5 •3* ,60166
moo. 013'5'

b4r.

Hornet Killer
For how-to
•22 ft let spray •Fost information on
knock down #05479 your next home
improvement
projects, visit us

Special Buy

744

Sq. It.
12' or 15'
Pine Ridge
Level Loop Berber Carpet
• 100% BCF Olefin •5 year stain

Wasp &
•

Each

Internal
water
filter

warranty • 10 year wear warranty

Special Buy

www.lowes.com
sow sods

AAA DELTA
10" Power
Miter
Saw
• 13 amp, 5,200 rpm
• Extra-wide one-piece
fence for maximum
support • Electric blade broke
• See through blade guard *91708

Vt

Visit Our Appliance
Deportment for
Special Labor Day
Values on

1111

Refrigerators,
Dishwashers, Home
Laundry, Ranges,
and Freezers from:

NIFRIGIDAIRE
0.11AYIA6 Mirlpoor

$899 Everyday Low Price
-5O Manufacturer's
Medlin Rebate

Door shown pointed,
hardware not odvded

Special By1

=Or 36"
Special Buy
32" or 36"$149 White SelfStoring HighBrass Fonlite
25.2 Cu. Ft. $849 After*
" Steel Door Unit
View Storm Door
Lobate
Side-by-Side
• Maintenance-free vinyl over
•Pr.hung •25 year
Refrigerator

•Ice and water dispenser n75346

warranty 014846,9,82482,
4;84358,9;82546,614

solid wood • Self-storing safety
glass and screen *16074,5

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N & Hwy. 641
(Across From MSU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
Monday-Saturday, 7:00 am - 9:00 pm • Sunday, 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
•5114$50co00*
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Mayfield
defeats
Tigers 4-1

BASH BROTHERS...The Murray 11-year-old All-Star baseball team finished the summer
by winning the Lone Oak Big Bash Open in Paducah. where they defeated the Mayfield Scorpions 11-3 in the title game. The All-Stars also won the USSSA state championship in Owensboro and placed second in the PONY regional tsiirnament held at
Murray-Qalloway County Park. Team members are (front row, from left) Corby Cook,
Wesley Burris, Eric Berberich, Brodie Wallace, Logan Seay, (back row) coach Gene Dale
Lockhart, Wesley Neale, Will Kemp, Cassidy Underwood, Chase Chrisman, Landon Lockhart, Colby Starks and coach Timmy Cook.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD - Putting forth a.
good effort is a key to being successful in any athletic event.
Murray High head coach James
Weatherly hopes his Tigers will
show more of it than they did in
a 4-1 loss to Second District foe
Mayfield Thursday night.
"We just didn't give much of
an effort at all," Weatherly said.
"It wasn't very pretty. We always
think that we've got the match
won before we go out there. And
we're not big enough, strong
enough or fast enough to do that."
The Tigers (1-3) fell behind 20 on a pair of goals from Mayfield's Matt Hale. but rallied with
a goal from Tom Masthay- playing in his first game since a groin
injury - to cut the Cardinals'
advantage in half.
"At that point, we certainly
thought that we had a chance to
win the match," Weatherly noted.
However, Valentin Garcia effectively put the contest away just
minutes later with a goal to give
Mayfield a commanding 3-1 lead.
The Cardinals would tack on one
more goal to complete the victory.

Marshall sweeps Laker soccer teams

SATURDAY
WOMEN'S SOCCER
• Murray State vs. Samford
Birmingham, Ala. - noon
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
• Murray St. vs. La.-Monroe
at Saluki/Best Inns Invitational
Carbondale, Ill. - 2 p.m.
• Murray St. vs. S Illinois at
Saluki/Best Inns Invitational
Carbondale, Ill. - 7 p.m.
GIRLS' SOCCER
• Murray vs. Graves County
Mayfield - 4:30 p.m.
BOYS' SOCCER
• Madisonville-N.H. vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field
7 p.m.

S&B Curbing
Continuous Concrete
Edging
Starts at S3.75 a ft.

' 443-2474

Mayfield's girls' played nine holes and Marshall's
squad includes just two girls.
Ellen Gingles was the lone Lady Tiger to complete nine holes, scoring a 50. Kelly Dick led the
way with a 40 in six-hole action for Murray, followed by Carley Faughn with a 45, Jessica Williams
with a 53 and Britany Garland with a 54.
Meanwhile, Calloway County's boys' and girls'
golf matches versus Caldwell County, Hopkinsville
and Christian County Thursday in Princeton was
canceled. Tuesday's match between Murray, Calloway and Marshall in Benton was also canceled.
Murray returns to action• Tuesday against Mayfield and Marshall at 4:30 p.m. in Mayfield, while
Calloway will host Murray and Lone Oak Thursday
at 4:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Lindy Sutler

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

TRANSACTIONS

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

BASEBALL
American League
ANAHEIM ANGELS-Claimed RHP Ben
Weber ott waivers from the San Francisco
Giants and assigned him to Edmonton of
the PCL
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Activated 3B Cal
Ripken from the 15-day disabled list Recalled
OF Eugene Kingsale from Rochester of the
International League Purchased the contract of OF Karim Garcia from Rochester
BOSTON RED SOX-Acquired OF Midre
Cummings from the Minnesota Twins for
INF Hector De Los Santos.
National League
CINCINNATI REDS-Traded OF Dante
Elichette to the Boston Red Sox for RHP
Chns Reitsrna and LHP John Curtice
FLORIDA MARLINS-Assigned RHP John
McKay and RHP Steve Sawyer to Kane County of the Midwest League
NEW YORK METS-Sent RHP Jim Mann
outright to Norfolk of the International League.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS-Optioned C Keith
McDonald . to Memphis of the PCL. Purchased contract of OF Thomas Howard
from Memphis. Placed INF Jason Woolf on
the 15-day disabled list.
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Agreed to terms
with OF Meweide Moore.
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-Claimed C Scott
Served oft waivers from the Colorado Rockies.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS-Waived DB Paul
Miranda. Signed WR Joey Kent.
PHILADELPHIA
EAGLES-Signed
CB
William. Hampton to the practice squad.

East
Geneva 16 Cal,tornia. Pa 14
Maine 45 Kutztown 0
Massachusetts 36 William & Mary 16
New Haven 7, West Chester 0
South
Appalachian St 20. Wake Forest 16
Auburn 35, Wyoming 21
Chattanooga 23. Samford 6
Cumberland, Tenn 7, Austin Peay 3
E Kentucky 41, Glenville St 0
Marshall 63, SE Missouri 7
Miami 61. McNeese St 14
Murray St 42. S Illinois 20
Nicholls St 52, Cent Arkansas 44
Tenn -Martin 32, Lambuth 21
Midwest
Cent Missouri 45. Winona St 26
Dayton 35, Tiffin 12
E. Illinois 42. Indiana St 24
Fort Hays St 16, Emporia St 10
Hastings 34 Huron 30
Hillsdale 21, Saginaw Valley St. 19
Illinois St. 75, W. Virginia Tech 10
Nebraska-Kearney 44. Wayne, Neb. 3
N. Dakota St. 52, Texas A&M-Kingsville 7
N. Iowa 47. Morningside 14
Northwestern 35, N. Illinois 10
South Dakota 17, Missouri Western 13
Wisconsin 19, W. Michigan 7
Youngstown St. 24, Slippery Roots 10
Southwest
Baylor 20, North Texas 7
Stephen: F.Austin 38, Cent. Oklahoma 31.
OT
SW Texas 34, Midwestern St 13
Far West
Weber St. 44, Western St.,Colo. 13
Arizona St. 10, San Diego St. 7

SPORTS BRIEFS
MMS tops Fulton City 36-18, moves to 2-0
The Murray Middle School football team picked up its second victory of
the week and the 2000 season with a 36-18 decision over Fulton City Thursday at Ty Holland Field.
Seth Damell's 15-yard run, followed by C.J. Ray's two-point conversion
tally, put the Jr. 'Tigers on the board in the first quaner. MMS found the end
zone three times in the second period, starting with Hugh Rollins' 201ard
pass to Alex Boles and Logan Schwettman's two-point pass to Ray.
Ray then turned a 5-yard pass from Rollins into a 35-yard TD gallop, and
Rollins added a two-point run. Schwettman's 30-yard scoring pass to Taylor
Houston brought the first half to a Close, and Damell capped the win with a
20-yard run.
The Jr. Tigers will look to improve to 3-0 when they travel to Hickman
Tuesday to face Fulton County at 6 p.m.

Former MSU shortstop makes All-South team
Former Murray State shortstop Chris Johnson was recently named to the
Amencan Baseball Coaches Association-Rawlings Sporting Goods All-South Region
second team.
Johnson led the Thoroughbreds in 2000 with a .374 batting average, 44
runs scored, 76 hits and 19 walks. He is currently an outfielder with the
Cincinnati Reds' Class A minor league team in Billings, Mont., where he was
second on the team with a .320 average, 17 stolen bases and 24 walks
through Aug. 10.

Legion team possibilities will be discussed
A meeting that will cover the possibility of Marshall County and Calloway
County joining forces to field an American Legion baseball tearn will be held
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Joe Creason Building on the grounds of H.H. Lovett
Park in Benton.
All interested parties are urged to attend this meeting. For more information, call Don Bock at 270-527-1453.

'Dr. Cue' to host billiards exhibition at MSU
World Open Masters champion Tom "Dr. Cue" Rossman will give a pocklet billiards exhibition Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the Curris Center gameroom
on the campus of Murray State University.
Rossman will display a variety of trick shots, including a pyramid balance
act, wing shots, masse shots and roller coaster cues, and provide a one-arm
shooting demonstration, and audience challenge and instruction.

$1.00 OFF GREEN FEE WITH COUPON •$1.00 OFF GREEN FEE WITH COUPO
N • $1.00 OFF GREEN FEE WITH COUPON
.10vS

no-

/p(Oppa/

Sur 3-

IVAN
,
S

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
Ages 6 & Under
$1.00 per 9 holes
Ages 7-15
$2.00 per 9 holes
weekdays
$3.00 per 9 holes
, $5.00 per 18 holes
weekends & holidays

'

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
• Murray St. vs. Long Island
at Saluki/Best Inns Invitational
Carbondale, Ill. - 430 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
• Murray vs. Calloway County
Stewart Stadium - 7:30 p.m.

Murray golfers face Marshall, Mayfield

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CALVERT CITY - The Murray, High boys' golf
team had two players wrap up nine holes under 40,
but it was not enough against Marshall County and
Mayfield Thursday.
The host Marshals, led by medalist Luke Anderson's even-par 36, shot a 149 to top Mayfield by
11 strokes and Murray by 20.
Zack Rayburn and James Quertermous paced the
Tigers with a 37 and a 39, respectively. Bryan Hopkins followed with a 46, while Josh Dunn carded
a 47.
Zach Falder was the leading individual for Mayfield with a 39.
No team match was recorded in girls' play as

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

•le

TODAY

County 5-0 Thursday.
but I'm real optimistic that things
A 20-8 advantage in shots will pick up for us."
allowed the host Lady Marshals
Stephanie Fields put Marshall
(3-0) to blank the Lady Lakers on the board on Beth Babb's assist,
(0-3) despite 18 saves from CCHS and Abby Ealey set up Rachel
goalkeeper Teresa Dycus.
Brown's goal that put the home
"We've had a bumpy start to team up 2-0 at halftime.
the season, but I think the girls
Ashley Starks converted Babb's
have- enough character -and a pos- second assist to open the second
itive attitude that they believe they half, and unassisted goals from
can turn it around over the remain- Starks and. Babb wrapped up the
der of the season." said Lady Laker shutout as Lady Marshal keeper Briskipper Dean Short, who was red- tany Shemwell and Kristy Carcarded during Tuesday's 5-0 defeat mad( combined for just three saves.
at Reidland.
Both Calloway teams will visit
'We were missing our starting Lone Oak Tuesday, with the boys'
central midfielder (Tai Orten) and match scheduled to kick off at
our captain (Angela Johnson) as 5:30 p.m. and the girls' contest
well as two more varsity players, set for 7 p.m.

Sponsored B.

Bent Grass Green

Public Welcome
Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3 18 Holes

9 Holes

Weekends & Holidays
$5 9 Holes $5 18 Holes $8

Golf Carts
$3.50 18 Holes

Rental Sets
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball & Baseball Batting Cages

$7.00
$2.00
$2.25
$2.00
50e

KI •Zal•MLIIrtSlkkti_MESLIIJIR.

SCHEDULE

ing edge caught up with the Lakers. Johnathan Locke's pass to Drew
Postel put the home team up 20. and the floodgates opened.
Evan Long sebred on a feed
from Jason Kelley and Locke found
the back of the net to double the
Marshal cushion. Travis Konrad
then - .scored on - an assist - froniStephen Walker, and Walker's goal
on a pass from Chase Lyles capped
the scoring.
Girls' Soccer
DRAFFENVILLE-Minus lour
key players and their head coach
due to a rash of injuries and suspensions from Tuesday's loss to
Reidland, the Calloway County
girls' soccer team fell to Marshall

411i1M0133C
- F14M1-1
1-44VIM1W•111741Z

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE - If Mark
Kennedy could find a league that
plays 50-minute matches, his Calloway County boys' soccer team's
0-4 start in 2000 could be much
different.
However, that is not the case
for the Lakers, who gave up five
second-half goals in a 6-0 loss to
Marshall County Thursday.
"We played an absolutely solid
first 50 minutes, and then it was
like the wheels came off," said
Kennedy, who is still tinkering
with the parts of the defending
First Region champions.
"We're going back to the drawing board because three goals in
four games is not going to cut it.
The players are giving the effort,
bui we have to find a combination that meshes and gives us
some balance and depth. We tried
another new alignment (Thursday)
and we'll probably try another
one (Tuesday) against Lone Oak."
Clay Johnson's unassisted goal
got the 3-0 Marshals on track in
the opening 40-minute frame, but
Brady Harris kept Calloway within reach with 12 first-half saves.
However, Marshall's 34-3 shoot-

SCOREBOARD

From Hwy.641, turn West at Skating Rink - 1 Mile - Murray, KY • 270-753-1152
Open Til 9:30 p.m. Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Weather Permitting
PGA Teaching Professional Lynn Sullivan Golf Lessons $20

$1.00 OFF GREEN FEE WITH COUPON • $1.00 OFF GREEN FEE WITH COUPON • S1.00 OFF GREEN FEE WITH
COUPON
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Racers start
Pannunzio
era with win
Murray St. 42, S. Illinois 20

By SCOTT NANNEY
14 6 0 0 — 20
S. Illinois
14 21 7 0 — 42
Murray St.
Sports Editor
- First Quarter
With an inexperienced quarterSIU-Graddy 39 interception return (Everhart
back and a paper thin roster, no kick), 13:54
one would have been surprised if MSU-Kilkenny 79 interception return (Miller
the Murray State,Racers had limped kick), 08:54
13 run (Everhart kick), 02:53
through Thursday night's season SIU-Koutsos
MSU-Slater 51 pass from Childress (Miller
opener against Southern Illinois.
kick), 01:31
Second Quarter
Instead, it was the Salukis who
run (Miller kick), 14:55
crawled back to the locker room MSU-Childress 4 pass
from Poteete (EverSIU-Shasteen 53
like whipped pups after the Rac- hart kick faded). 12:17
ers opened the Joe Pannunzio era MSU-LinviNe 1 run (Millre kick), 04:46
in impressive fashion - using a solid, MSU-Slater 7 pass from Childress- (Miller
if unspectacular, offensive . per- kick), 00:18 Third Quarter
formance and a strong defensive MSU-Jackson 18 run (Miller kick), 04:51
effort in cruising to a 42-ZO tri- A-7,068
umph at Roy Stewart Stadium.
SIU
MSU
"I don't think any of us could First downs
15
15
have expected this in our wildest Rushes-yards
28-98
47-148
175
213
dreams," said Pannunzio, who Passing
17-41-6
12-27-2
Comp-Att-Int
looked relieved after earning his • Return Yards
172
146
first win as a head coach. "I was Punts-Avg.
5-40.0
5-36.8
1-1
4-2
a little worried after they scored Fumbles-Lost
9-74
10-82
the first touchdown, but these guys Penalties-Yards
33:11
Time 04 Possession 26:49
have a lot of heart. They overcame some adversity and really
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
stuck together."
Illinois, Koutsos 15-64,
Despite some early adversity of RUSHING—S.
Poteete 10-28, Hamlett 2-6, McAllister 1-0.
his own making, redshirt fresh- Murray St„ Riley 16-74, Linville 15-40, Jackman quarterback Stewart Childress son 12-24, Tillman 1-13, Childress 3-(-3).
- in his debut with the Racers - PASSING—S. Illinois, Poteete 15-36-5-181,
Kobe 2-1-5-32. Murray St., Childress 12threw for 175 yards and two touch- 25-1-175, Riley 0-1-1-0, Balazik 12-28-2downs on 12-of-25 passing.
175.
.
Most of Childress' yards (151 RECEIVING—S. Illinois, Shasteen 6-109,
Hamlett 4-43, Coachman 3-30, Koutsos 2on 9-of-12 passing) came in the 10.
Watford 1-21, Davidson 1-0. Murray St.,
first half after he 'threw ari inter- Tiilman 5-59, 'Slater 4-71, Boykins 1-38,
ception on his second pass of the Linville 1-8, Jackson 1-(-1).
contest - into waiting arms of
Florida transfer Rod Graddy, who for much of the evening by the
scampered into the end zone for ,MSU defense, completing just 15of-36 for 181 yards.
a 39-yard score.
According to Pannunzio, holdPannunzio said the early mising
Poteete in-check was vital to
take was a blessing in disguise
the
Racers'
hopes for a victory.
for a green quarterback.
"I
felt
like
the key to the game
"The biggest thing that happened to him was that he had a was not letting Poteete feel comhuge setback early in the game, fortable in the pocket," he said.
but he never wavered," Pannun- "We've got some good athletes
zio noted. "That's what we were on our defense, and I thought they
looking for - how's he going to did a great job"
Perhaps the biggest play made
bounce back when he faces a litby
the Racers' defensive unit came
tle adversity. And I think he did
midway through the first quarter.
a good job of that."
With MSU trailing 7-0, junFor Childress, keeping his comior
defensive back David Kilkenposure after the early interception
ny stepped in front of an SIU receivwas a key.
"The interception was a bone- er and picked off a Poteete pass,
head throw, but the coaches just returning it for 79 yards for a
told me to stay positive," Chil- touchdown.
"It was supposed to be a playdress explained. "I know that I'm
action
pass to the tight end," Kilkengoing to make some mistakes out
there. I just have to bounce back ny said of the play. "(Defensive
end) Terrell (Black) was in his
when they happen."
• Following the miscue. Childress face, and I just read the play all
hooked up with junior college the way."
Perhaps the only disappointtransfer Michadl Slater on a pair
ment
for the Racers came with a
of touchdown tosses - a 51-yard
sputtering
offensive performance
bomb in.,the first quarter and a
in the second half, and- a rtAhing
7-yard toss just before halftime.
Murray's third offensive touch- attack that netted just 138 yards
dow n of the half came on a 1 - from three running backs.
MSU was inside the Saluki 25yard scoring plunge from fullback
yard
line five times in the final
Tim Linville with 4:46 left in the
30
minutes,
but came away with
second period.
Nleanikhile, the Racer defense only seven points. In three of those
- perhaps the biggest surprise of trips, the Racers missed field goals
the night - applied the pressure from 2535 and 39 yards out.
"I was disappointed with the way
to S1U's Sherard Poteete, harasswe
played offensively in the secing the senior quarterback into
ond
half," said Pannunzio. "That
five interceptions.
something
we're going to have
is
Poteete - who picked apart the
work
on.
In order for us to
to
MSU defense a year ago for 399
win
a
championship,
we're going
yards and six scoring strikes in a
have
to
run
the
football.
And
to
58-51 SIU win - was frustrated
we didn't do that."

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

THE GREAT DIVIDE...Redshirt freshman quarterback Stewart Childress (14) is protected by his offensive line while looking for a receiver early in the Racers' season-opening 42-20 victory over Southern Illinois.
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2WD Pick-Up
YZ698653
YX699824

Pwr. Windows/Locks, Tilt Wheel, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette/CD Player, Cruise
Control, Pwr. Mirrors & Floor Mats

Air, Power Steering, AM/FM Stereo
Cassette, Chrome Package, Digital Clock,
Cloth Seats & Floor Mats

13,833.00 MSRP.
-1,270.00 Discount

20,047.00 MSRP.
-2,080.00 Discount

$12,563.00 Your Price

$17,967.00 Your Price

;146,V07,1

VVY07„--1

PV117/1;-1C,

Automatic, Air, Power Steering, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette
Real Defroster & Floor Mats

Automatic, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Pwr.
Windows/Locks, Pwr Mirrors, AM/FM,
CD Player, Bradley Alloy Wheels, Painted
Bumpers & Clapping & White Pearl Paint

14,538.00 MSRP.
-1,095.00 Discount

21,058.00 MSRP.
-1,106.00 Discount

$13,443.00 Your Price

$19,952.00 Your Price

*Sale Price includes all factory to dealer incentives or customer rebates.
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OF MURRAY
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 759-9918
Email address - toyotam@apex.net
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Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-4961
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APPLYING PRESSURE.. Murray State linebacker Dwayne Potts
(29) puts a hit on SIU quarterback Sherard Poteete during
early action in Tuesday's season opener. The Racer defense
harrassed Poteete all night, forcing the seniOr OB into five
interceptions.
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